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fig.1 Etienne Boullée, Cénotaphe á Newton, Interior, 1784

“ARE YOU SITTING COMFORTABLY?”...

Throughout this document there is sustained use of the word dwelling. It is necessary 
before reading to separate this term from its colloquial meaning of habitation and 
rather focus on its more abstract use; to linger within a space. I have chosen not to 
use the word ‘linger’ in order to acknowledge the writings of Martin Heidegger and 
Christian Norbert-Schulz, both of which are influential in my research. While it would 
be possible to borrow another heideggerian term, ‘being’; this invokes a sense that 
one can be in any type of space, defined or otherwise, where as dwelling or lingering 
suggests the requirement of staying for a time. 

Whilst writing, the question of use and who uses this architectural expression of 
grief became more persistent. The need for a term to refer to ‘users’ presents itself 
again and again. An audience implies viewing but not engagement; users is cold and 
clinical; ‘participants’ lacks personal ownership of experience. Considering these terms 
and their lack of poetry I finally settled on referring to ‘them’ as pilgrims. This arose 
through the use of the phrase ‘pilgrimage of grief ’ and implies an interaction, seeking, 
contemplation, and renewal which can be accessed again and again. 

Finally I wish to speak to the images and scenes placed through the document at each 
chapter title. While he may be sparingly mentioned within, Max Ernst was of particular 
interest and inspiration to me when crafting my thoughts. His graphic novels and poetic 
readings of dream-space hint at the intangible nature I hoped to realize at times within 
this project. The understanding for the reader is best understood with an example; 
Gary Larson’s famous Far Side comic ‘Cow Tools’1. This single panel generated more 
questions and engagement with readers than any of his other works. There is a lingering 
question which begs for meaning, yet this is never given. I hope these images provoke 
questions, but most importantly add a richness to the sections themselves. 

...“THEN I’LL BEGIN”2

1  See appendix, “fig.184 Cow Tools, Gary Larson” on page 156. 
2  Listen with Mother, BBC Light Programme, 1950-1982.

FOREWORD



WOMEN REVELLING VIOLENTLY 
AND WAVING IN MENACING 
AIR

Max Ernst, Women Revelling Violently and 
Waving in Menacing Air. Sammlung Scharf-
Gerstenberg, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, 
Berlin, 1929.

Collage.

ABSTRACT
THE USE OF LIGHT AND SHADOW AS A FUNDAMENTAL 
BUILDING MATERIAL AND ITS EVOCATIONS ON THE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT

fig.2 

Death is the singular constant to life and is the undercurrent to society. For most of 
human history the initiation of cities has been didactically linked to the dead, the 
grave, and memorial. The built form represents an endurance which lasts beyond 
an individual. Phenomenology views the direct experience as the primary driver of 
understanding. This relies strongly on an engagement with our senses; but is equally  
relevant to more abstract engagements with our memory, emotions, and perceptions. 
Architecturally this manifests by understanding dwelling and the sense of place a piece 
of architecture provides. 

Dwelling is usually explored through ‘how’ people dwell. However, through researching 
the grief process and the journey one experiences emotionally when grieving it becomes 
necessary to assess ‘why’ we dwell?  The grief journey is a shifting between the  dwelling 
stages and the wandering which occurs between them. These wandering stages become 
a ‘pilgrimage of grief ’, and are informed and facilitated through the air raid shelters 
in repose beneath the proposed park site within the city. Here, deep within the earth, 
light becomes poignant and is only present where permitted.

The association of light and death has long been held – whether viewed as opposites 
or synonymous they are always juxtaposed. This research project aims to define the 
permitted daylight into evocative understandings of grief through architecture based 
on exploring the participants, their rituals, and the context in which the design will 
be used. Light from fire distinguished man from ape; the amalgamation of light and 
death is seen within the ritual of cremation. 

An inner city crematorium informed and linked to the pilgrimage of grief, provides 
a chthonic conclusion to the investigation. The combination of earth, light/fire, and 
death results in an opportunity – Promethean in nature, and rich with ritual narrative.  
The crematorium and pilgrimage of grief are constructed around the narrative of 
death. The act of wandering through the tunnels provides opportunity to learn; and 
the grief provides a memory to reflect; and the spaces allow dwelling to occur. 

DAYLIGHT, DEATH, AND RITUAL PROMETHEUS
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THE SKY OPENS TWICE (I).

Max Ernst, The Hundred Headless Woman (La 
Femme 100 Têtes). Translated by Dorothea 
Tanning. 1st American ed. New York: G. 
Braziller, 1981. 

Illustration.
[Red ink translation, Unknown]
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The role that death plays within our lives is pivotal to this project. Whether it be the 
pilgrimage of grief we all take at moments of mortality; the ritual mourning we engage 
in when a loved one passes; and the question of memorialisation are all considerations. 
These are all deeply personal experiences which can be explored through architecture.

The method of looking at architecture as a personal experience rather than the rigid 
functionality is where these two elements intersect. Engagement with the senses to 
explore space is best described through the philosophy and practice of phenomenology. 
Therefore, research into this area will allow for an academic understanding and language, 
which will highlight the appropriate developments to a research project standard. 

Finally there needs to be an informant for the research – this will provide the tonal 
values and direction to the architectural response. The experience of the grief process, 
as defined by Elisabeth Kübler-Ross when comprehending one’s own mortality, will 
provide the framework for the architectural response. There is a tunnel complex 
beneath the park in the heart of Auckland city which was built during World War 
Two as air raid shelters for the inner city population. This will be used to juxtapose the 
phenomenological concepts of dwelling and journey with the experience of death. Both 
written about by Martin Heidegger and Christian Norberg-Schulz who also explore 
death in relation to mortality and man.

This project revolves around a few key elements: the phenomena of daylight, 
the phenomena of shadow, and the role of death(s) within society. It too explores 
phenomenology itself – which is explored within this research project through re-
interpretation of the grief process. Daylight refers to natural light throughout the day 
but not specifically to direct sunlight. Phenomenology is the study of phenomena and 
how it interacts with space. Architecturally this is often connected to the act of dwelling 
as part of the phenomenology movement. Dwelling, within architectural writing became 
popularised in the mid 20th century in Martin Heidegger’s later writings. These writings 
arose after as a critical reaction to modernism.

Daylight, or natural light, is fundamental in our perception of space. Artificial light 
has aimed to match and mimic daylight but it often fails to convey the subtleties. This 
project will delve into the ways in which daylight, rather the lack of light, can be used 
to affect space; to alter its atmosphere; and how architecture can engage with daylight 
within a tightly negotiated context.

In order to properly convey lighting qualities – a range of methods and studies will 
be appropriated in order to define and reflect specific atmospheres which are created. 
The atmosphere of a space is quickly understood but often not so easily defined. This 
can be heavily dependant on personal experience and artistic interpretation, therefore 
experimentation with methods will be used to explore a proper language to employ.

PROJECT OUTLINE
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BACKGROUND

Albert Park is located in the heart of central Auckland, and for the purpose of this 
research project often refers to Alten Reserve (Constitution Hill). Both of these sites are 
included because the ‘site’ context which drives this project is the air raid tunnel system 
which extends below both of these green spaces and some of the infrastructure as well. 

These sites are situated on what remains of an old volcanic cone – Ranipuke, which 
became a colonial defence post during the 1840s.1 The site continued as barracks until 
1872 when it was turned into a park.2 The tunnels themselves were not constructed 
until World War Two; resulting from a fear of the Japanese after the Pearl Harbour 
attack.3 Over the next year 3.5km of tunnel systems were constructed, but fortunately 
never used. 

After only a few short years the timber framing was beginning to fail, which meant at 
the end of the war in 1945 the tunnels were closed and filled with clay bricks. In order 
to utilize the site context to the fullest the clay used to fill the tunnels will be adapted 
for use as a building material for this project. Since their closure the tunnels have been 
largely unexplorable, unremarkable, and unchanged. 

Over time it has been suggested that reopening the tunnels, at least the main tunnel no. 
8, could provide an accessway through the heart of the city and reduce walking time 
between Parnell rise and Queen Street by half. In 2017 the Auckland Council met with 
local enthusiasts who campaigned for the reopening of the main tunnel and its conversion 
to a tourist attraction and walk/cycleway. This recent push is due to changes in council 
legislation which allow for the inquiry into proposals regarding the tunnel complex.  

1  Elizabeth Aitken-Rose, Tourism Auckland New Zealand (Firm), Institution of Professional Engineers 
New Zealand, and Auckland Heritage Engineering Committee. Heritage Walks: The Engineering 
Heritage of Auckland. Auckland, N.Z.: Tourism Auckland, 2006. 

2  Scott Pilkington, ‘Heritage Values of the Albert Park Air Raid Shelters’. Archaeology in New Zealand 
51, no. 2 (June 2008): 106–17, 106.

3  ‘Timespanner: From Constitution Hill to Fraser Park’. Accessed 23 May 2019. https://timespanner.
blogspot.com/2012/08/from-constitution-hill-to-fraser-park.html.

13
fig.4 Overlay Map of Tunnel System, Engineer’s Copy + Satellite Image



HOW CAN DAYLIGHT STRATEGIES BE IMPLEMENTED INTO 
DESIGN DRIVEN BY PHENOMENOLOGY TO EXPLORE THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF AN ATMOSPHERIC ARCHITECTURE?
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RESEARCH QUESTION

15

The aim of this project is to utilize light to create an evocative atmospheric experience 
and explore the phenomenology of space. This is done through the development of 
a spatial dialogue between journey and dwelling – what causes participation within 
space; a desire to linger? 

This will be used to explore light and its affect upon our experience of space and aims 
to engage with pilgrims on an emotive level. The result should be an architectural 
response which frames the experience of space to be collectively shared but individually 
experienced. The design explores the pilgrimage through grief we all undertake.

AIMS

_
 Explore dwelling within a phenomenological context.
_
 Investigate how precedents have engaged with light to create evocative atmospheres.
_
 Investigate how precedents have used phenomenology to evoke emotive responses.
_
 Develop a methodology to analyse the design and access outcomes.
_
 Create a design proposal which engages with the evocation of grief.
_
 Provide a space/series of spaces which allow for collective, individual contemplation.
_
 Explore through a range of methods the effects and nature of light. Then effectively 

communicate these within the final design presentation.
_
   Develop an underground pilgrimage discovered through wandering and spatial 

moments.
_
 Propose the reopening of the main tunnel under Albert Park and create a 

connection through to the city.

OBJECTIVES
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SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

Pilgrimage is a journey undertaken to reach a spiritual goal.2 In this way a pilgrimage of 
grief exhibits the light as an expression of the acceptance of death reached at the end of 
the grieving process.3 The Albert Park tunnels provide a critical link to the realization 
of mortality - built as air raid shelters for a raid which never came - and a site which is 
bound to war, one of the greatest drivers for an architectural response to death in the 
modern era.4

A crematorium, rather than a chapel, becomes the logical conclusion to this research as 
it combines with secular, religious, and primitive engagements with death. It provides 
an architectural grounding to expand the daylight explorations from within the tunnels 
and utilize them at one of the most poignant moments in the grief process.     

The project will also include an exploration of presentation techniques to explain the 
abstract notions of atmosphere and spatial context. Some of these atmospheres might be 
best understood through sketching, photography, or models. The method is decided by 
how best to showcase each evocation to generate acknowledgement and understanding 
of the shared experience from the unknowing audience.

 
 

2  Vogel, Dan. ‘A Lexicon Rhetoricae for “Journey” Literature’. College English 36, no. 2 (1974): 185–89. 
https://doi.org/10.2307/374776, 185.

3  Elisabeth Kübler-Ross and Ira Byock, On Death & Dying: What the Dying Have to Teach Doctors, 
Nurses, Clergy & Their Own Families, 2014.

4  Edwin Heathcote, Monument Builders: Modern Architecture and Death (Chichester, West Sussex: 
Academy Editions, 1999), 42.

The tunnels beneath Albert Park in Auckland city provide a unique1 chance to explore 
various types of light within a controlled environment which has no pre-existing light 
interventions. The tunnels will be developed into a ‘pilgrimage of grief ’ which will 
provide the program framework with which to explore the research. This research can 
then be used to develop an inner city crematorium which has a phenomenological 
engagement with death and grief.  The design should fit within the urban fabric and 
develop the space beyond its natural spatial context using natural light in and around 
the built form and evocations that are created. The tunnel connection beneath the park 
to the inner city will not drive this project, however the site demands acknowledgement 
of this connection and will be incorporated. 

The project should reflect critically on light: how does it penetrate space; what influence 
does it exert; how is the space altered by its presence? It will need to understand the 
impact atmosphere has to dwelling/journeying within space and how each instance 
plays its role. While the knowledge of lighting science is relevant, this is not a scientific 
paper. The outcome will be subjective and personal to the atmospheres created within 
each area. The outcome will also strive to use natural light as exclusively as possible to 
create a more ‘authentic’ experience.

While there is no defined client within the initial scope of this project, the process of 
grief and discussion of death serve as constraints to the design process which provide 
a context, staging, and basic program to the space/s. The program can then be broken 
down into two main aspects: a crematorium, and the ‘pilgrimage of grief ’ in the tunnels 
below. 

1  Pilkington, Scott. ‘Heritage Values of the Albert Park Air Raid Shelters’. Archaeology in New Zealand 
51, no. 2 (June 2008): 106–17.
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This research project will be studied through the methodology outlined in this 
section using ethnographic methods to study the topic proposed. This means taking 
an inductive approach to design and exploring the participants, their rituals, and the 
context. The steps are listed roughtly in chronological order below but it will become 
necessary to overlap, move between the steps, or go back to a previous step during this 
process to reflect adaptation to research, design, and critique during an ongoing process.  

Research
Establish how death, grieving, and the societal response to death is conveyed through 
architecture and how it is implemented into the architecture of death.   

Research
Develop an understanding of phenomenological principals and their application 
towards architecture and ritual.
 
Research
Investigate the ability of light and lack of light to affect the perception of place and 
spatial atmosphere; how it can be used to enhance our perception of place and create 
evocations within us. 

[perception of place - more than dwelling, also ‘genius loci’ and atmosphere]

Analyse
Apply the research sections to case studies; phenomenological studies and the 
architecture of death, pilgrimage, and ritual.

Both categories [phenomenology and the architecture of death, pilgrimage, and ritual] 
are tested against and investigated through the utilized light’s effect. Conclusions will 
consider the evocations which are suggested and how these are achieved.    

METHODOLOGY

Design
Create a series of evocations and lighting ‘moments’ which develop the concepts of 
dwelling, journey, wandering, and grief.

Analyse
Explore the implications of site through a case study of the tunnel complex and their 
existing conditions and limitations.  

Design
Develop a crematorium program around the phenomenological engagement with the 
grief process and ritual of mourning.
 
Analyse
Analyse the dialogue between the ‘pilgrimage of grief ’ and Crematorium to develop 
the architectural juxtaposition of these programs.   

Design
Establish a dialogue between the evocation and presentation. Apply the theories of 
phenomenological design and grief to create a cohesive narrative shown in the final 
crematorium and  pilgrimage of grief design.
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II
DEATH AND 

GRIEVING

MARCELINE-MARIE: ‘But why, 
hair, why are you everywhere?’  
THE HAIR: ‘The better to put you 
in your place, my child’

Max Ernst. A little girl dreams of taking the 
veil (Rêve d’une petite fille qui voulut entrer au 
Carmel). Translated by Dorothea Tanning. 
1930. 

Illustration.
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DEATH AND GRIEVING [INTRODUCTION]

Built form represents an endurance which lasts beyond an individual. For most of 
human history our towns and cities have been didactically linked to the dead, the 
grave, and memorial. Death is the eternal presence to life. It is our only constant. 
Each death we experience results in a process of grief; the most potent of these is our 
realisation of our own impending death. This process can be a visceral experience which 
shows through the atmospheric spaces we create within graveyards, religious spaces, 
crematoriums, and the like. Through engagement of phenomenological principals a 
crematorium can be developed and explored through a ‘pilgrimage of grief ’. 

Through all of life’s variables and inconsistencies there is a constant, a finality – death. 
Darwinism says we are driven by the need to preserve our self through offspring as 
a way to manage our own mortality. This conscious notion of our own mortality 
is pervasive through human culture and philosophy. It is what drives history and 
religion at the macro level, but also our individual lives at the micro; “Life itself is only 
fulfilled by death”.1 It instills meaning to years instead of time-keeping. The finality 
of “death is something that stands before us – something impending”.2 Death is a rite 
of passage but through that comprehension we first journey through the grief of our 
own mortality. 

The enduring existential crisis of humanity was founded on the anxiety of death. 
Martin Heidegger discusses death extensively in Being and Time3, deciding death, and 
personal understanding of mortality, is required for a true understanding of life. This 
notion is put simply by Oswald Spengler, Heidegger’s predecessor, in The Decline of 
the West, “Man is the only being that knows death”4. Memento mori [latin; remember 
you must die]; through his knowledge of death man can grasp the concept of ‘after’. 
After he himself has ceased to exist there is an enduring; through culture, memory, 
and through architecture. Lewis Mumford proposes that the city of the dead [primitive 
cemeteries] is where the city typology originated due to the deads enduring nature. 

1  Oswald Spengler, The Decline of the West: Volume One - Form and Actuality, (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1926), XXII.

2  Spengler, The Decline of the West: V1, 294.
3  Martin Heidegger, John Macquarrie, and Edward Robinson, Being and Time (35. reprint. Malden: 

Blackwell, 2013)
4  Spengler, The Decline of the West: V1, 166. 

DEATH IS LIFE [LITERATURE]

fig.5 
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living”.12 Whether this is the pyramid of the Pharaohs imposing itself on history or a 
simple grave erected by a family in mourning – the tomb acts as a symbol of memory. 
Spengler gives the symbol of the tomb materiality saying “the housing of the dead 
for ever [sic] demands the solid stone of the earth” because “the boding symbol that 
stands in unchanging grave repose” is untouched by time.13 Therefore, as time ceases 
to exist, all that is left is space. Spengler views stone as the best representation of 
this space due to its enduring nature. The graves of long forgotten cultures are still 
marked by stone.     
 
There is one symbol which transcends death yet is intrinsically linked. “Religion, art, 
thought, have all arisen for light’s sake”.14 Light from the campfire distinguished man 
from ape. Many cultures create a mythology around the discovery/gift of fire. Light is 
seen as a symbol of life because “night is akin to death”,15 and fire keeps the night at 
bay. It is the juxtaposition and contrast between light and dark, life and death, which 
has seen the prevalence of darkness within architecture dealing with death. Edward 
Heathcote says “[t]he shadow, like the fragment, denotes the absence of the object as 
much as it signifies its presence”.16 It is this absence the shadow describes which so 
aptly symbolises death.     

12  Heathcote, Monument Builders, 8.
13  Spengler, The Decline of the West: V1, 188.
14  Spengler, The Decline of the West: Volume Two - Perspectives of World-History, 7.
15  Spengler, The Decline of the West: V2, 8.
16  Heathcote, Monument Builders, 21.

Death has been the building block of our civilization yet, more so in western culture, 
we are removing “the presence of death in an urban setting”.5 

If death is indeed a key to understanding our self; then the removal of death from 
urban life creates the opportunity for us to ‘forget’ our existence. Spengler continues 
with his link between death and existence by attaching the loss of innocence in a child 
to the realisation of death.6 He writes, “we so often find the awakening of the inner 
life in a child associated with the death of some relation”.7 It is not the knowledge of 
death, but the understanding of grieving which prompts this change. He continues, 
“Here, in the decisive moments of existence, when man first becomes man and realizes 
his immense loneliness in the universal, the world-fear reveals itself for the first time’ as 
the essentially human fear in the presence of death[...] Every religion, every scientific 
investigation, every philosophy proceeds from it”.8 This process of actualizing one’s 
own mortality is known as the stages of grief (as defined by Elisabeth Kübler-Ross in 
On death and dying)9.

Grief is a process. It is most commonly defined as five stages: (1) Denial and Isolation; 
(2) Anger; (3) Bargaining; (4) Depression; and (5) Acceptance.10 There is often a 
misnomer that these stages are experienced when a loved one passes. However, 
this process was describing specifically the experience of someone who learns they 
have a terminal illness; an individual coming to terms with their own impending 
death. Mourning is how one processes death which is not your own. This can be 
done collectively and has resulted in much ritualization of death throughout history.  
 
Ritualization has lead to symbolism and, as Spengler puts it, “symbolism proceeds 
from the knowledge of death”.11 The symbolism of death is varied across history and 
culture but some elements endure throughout. Edwin Heathcote states “the purpose 
of a tomb is to demonstrate the continuing existence of the dead in the minds of the 

5  Edwin Heathcote, Monument Builders: Modern Architecture and Death (Chichester, West Sussex: 
Academy Editions, 1999), 25.

6  Spengler, The Decline of the West: V1, 166.
7  Spengler, 166.
8  Spengler, 166.
9  Elisabeth Kübler-Ross and Ira Byock, On Death & Dying: What the Dying Have to Teach Doctors, 

Nurses, Clergy & Their Own Families (2014)
10  Kübler-Ross, On Death & Dying
11  Spengler, The Decline of the West: V1, 167.

       DENIAL + ISOLATION
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  *SHOCK

  *GUILT

DEATH EVENT

* Both commonly included 
in the stages of grief but 
not originally part of the 
Kübler-Ross model. They 
are more applicable to 
mourning than personal 
mortality.
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DEATH IS A DOOR [ARCHITECTURE]

What is architecture? Adolf Loos argues the grave is the first incidence of architecture.1 
The displacement of earth creates a monument which was not there before. This 
architecture of monument progresses over time as burial ritual expands. Graves become 
tombs; tombs become cenotaph. This progression, much like a village becoming a 
town, leads to cities of the dead – graveyards. In Calvino Altar’s Invisible Cities2 he 
explores the idea of five cities for the dead, each of these is rooted in memory. The 
architecture of death is forever linked to memory however, memory and its architecture 
can be shared or individually experience. 

Invisible Cities by Italo Calvino deals with death through an existential lens. Out 
of the five cities specifically constructed towards death, Argia and Eusapia have a 
physicality which drives their typology. Argia is a chthonic city with earth instead of 
air.3 It is the poetic description of a graveyard, “the dampness destroys people’s bodies 
and they have scant strength; everyone is better off remaining still, prone; anyway, it 
is dark”.4 Calvino entrenches this city with symbolism of earth and darkness. It is the 
narrator, Marco Polo’s own description of streets, rooms, and houses which suggest 
there is architecture below the ground. He even admits he has been told, “we can only 
believe them”,5 and has never witnessed this placed. 

Edwin Heathcote specifically links earth and mud to war memorials because the 
soldiers of WWI would “look down and into the earth and see their own graves”,6 as 
if the earth is our future in repose. Similar is the description but more distilled in its 
duality is Eusapia: the twin city of life and death.7 Polo describes this city as a place 
underground which is exactly mirrored in the city above.8 Here there is a ‘brotherhood’ 
which moves between the worlds and “the Eusapia of the living has taken to copying 
its underground copy”.9 This far more closely follows Loos’ assertion that the grave 

1  Edwin Heathcote, Monument Builders: Modern Architecture and Death (Chichester, West Sussex: 
Academy Editions, 1999), 9.

2  Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities (1st Harvest/HBJ ed, A Harvest/HBJ Book, New York: Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, 1978)

3  Calvino, Invisible Cities, 126.
4  Calvino, 126.
5  Calvino, 126.
6  Heathcote, Monument Builders, 43.
7  Calvino, Invisible Cities, 109.
8  Calvino, 110.
9  Calvino, 110.

“We’re all hurtling towards death. Yet here we are, for the moment, alive. Each of us knowing we’re going to die. Each of us secretly believing we won’t.”
               – Charlie Kaufman, Synecdoche, New York fig.8 Calvino Altar’s Eusapia, the twin city of life and death.  

Ink and Watercolour.



is the archetypal driver of architecture and begins to link the living to the dead in an 
active, engaging way. 

Adolf Loos describes our engagement as an instinct to commemorate when we 
come across a grave. “That is architecture”,10 he writes. It is the desire to create an 
architectural gesture to the dead and to recognise gestures made by others which makes 
death architecture so powerful. According to Heathcote the cemeteries of those killed 
in war are a recent occurrence.11 He attributes the origin of the cenotaph in western 
culture, using the writings of Danilo Kriš, to the ancient Greeks who considered the 
soul a part of the body but not its entirety.12 Cremation was an everyday part of their 
society and therefore necessitated the separation of body and soul. This move created 
the architecture for the shrine for the dead; the cenotaph. It fed the architecture of 
death from the physicality of the body and marked the move to pure symbolism. 
Wim Cuyvers goes so far as to say, “Architecture is only art when it emphasises the 
transition from life to death”.13 This now manifests itself within our cultural zeitgeist 
as a series of architectural symbols which, like Loos’ grave in the woods, inspire us to 
commemorate.

The architecture of heroism is often built didactically when compared to the resolute 
memory associated with a grave. Oswald Spengler explains this difference using the 
lack of searching for homeric Troy; “for what they wanted was myth, not history”.14 
A grave is history. It simply marks where a person is laid and the history they were. 
Heroism through death is the life blood of war. Heroism is what gives men the will to 
give their lives in the hopes of enduring through history. The fact that we are culturally 
aware that a heroic death goes beyond history into the realm of myth can be seen in 
the literary trope where a character can ‘atone’ through an act of heroic nature which 
results in their death. Edwin Heathcote continues with this idea of myth over history 
in Monument Builders as he describes the Trench of Bayonets in Verdun.15 A story 
of soldiers buried by a shell explosion, their bayonets the only marker rising above 
the ground to mark their graves. He explains the bayonets were probably erected by 
other soldiers to mark graves of their comrades but “the myth was so powerful and 
occupied such a place in the national consciousness that a memorial was built around 

10  Heathcote, Monument Builders, 9.
11  Heathcote, 42.
12  Heathcote, 11.
13  Heathcote, 95.
14  Spengler, The Decline of the West: V1, 14.
15  Heathcote, Monument Builders, 44.

the protruding bayonets”16. Heathcote speaks of the “guilt in the governments” after the 
First World War, leading to a surge in monument building.17 This takes on many forms, 
more often than not rooted in classical architecture,18 but enduring in our memory 
as the rows of white crosses. These crosses, he says, “becom[e] art by the simple act of 
endless repetition”19. 

“The twentieth century will be remembered for one thing at least: the century of war 
and holocaust”.20  

There is a paradigm shift which takes place after World War Two. The ritual of monument 
was ingrained in society after the First World War; but the language to describe anything 
like the holocaust was not. Even the act of monument was in question as Nazi Germany 
had been so linked to monument and monumental symbolism.21 The symbolism of 
memorial further puts into conflict the role of heroism within monuments and the 
Holocaust. Therefore, the focus shifts from history or myth to memory. James E. 
Young22 and Edwin Heathcote both describe the contrast within Holocaust memorial 
as a fluctuation between memory and anti-memory. When the memory is too painful to 
remember but too important to forget, any physical manifestations are simultaneously 
“overbearing or otherwise inadequate”.23 It is because of this that the language of 
these monuments has become based on atmosphere; where the user infers meaning. 
Young describes the Eisenmann’s memorial, one of the more widely known holocaust 
memorials; “its humanly proportioned forms would put people on an even footing 
with memory”.24 These blocks forms are juxtaposed with the rolling floor, allowing 
users to ‘sink’ into the memory or ‘rise’ to a surveying view; never explicitly describing 
its purpose but creating an atmosphere for symbolism to dwell.                  

16  Heathcote, Monument Builders, 44.
17  Heathcote, 42.
18  Heathcote, 42.
19  Heathcote, 44.
20  Heathcote, 42.
21  Heathcote, 66.
22  James Edward Young, At Memory’s Edge: After-Images of the Holocaust in Contemporary Art and 

Architecture (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000)
23  Heathcote, Monument Builders, 67.
24  Young, At Memory’s Edge, 210.

fig.9 Adolf Loos’ Architecture of the Grave, in three parts.  
Ink and Watercolour. 2524
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PERSISTENCE OF MEMORY

The act of grieving can be seen as an emotional pilgrimage; a journey through each 
stage. In the previous section, ‘Death is Life’, death has been described as the key to 
understanding ourselves. Our connection to death within literature has always been one 
of enlightenment, and attached its symbolism to light. The following section ‘Death is 
a Door’ considers how architecture has viewed death and regards the cultural zeitgeist. 
Architecture embodies the enduring ideal which death deprives and is largely devoted 
to the persistent connection to memory it inspires. Following the countless deaths of 
the two World Wars this became monumental in its nature; the cost of which is the loss 
of individualized grieving moments. While the grave has always marked the memory of 
an individual there has been a removal of this individual memory from our every day.

For Heidegger death is not a moment, but rather a process which is ongoing. He 
refers to this as being-toward-death who is only “wholly manifest” through being, 
towards-death.1 In this way it is not through losing a friend or loved-one where we 
truly appreciate death. However, their deaths do act as a reminder of our own mortality. 
Their funerals are a moment of reflection, a place to dwell on the past, where the 
circumstances provide the atmosphere and not necessarily the physical setting. This 
atmosphere is a moment of the grief journey, a snapshot for each attendee.

Grief is experienced through visceral, emotional, and physical symptoms. Much like 
phenomenological architecture it is experienced through our every sense and affects us 
all differently; even if it is a universal commonality. The Kübler-Ross model lists five 
stages which grievers dwell then journey between. This process is not exclusively linear. 
It can occur as a progression, but very often it has regression and concurrent stages. If 
we begin to consider these stages as spaces – spaces to linger, dwell, and experience – 
the method of pilgrimage as an exploration begins to take form. Each space develops 
an evocative atmosphere where pilgrims can experience, contemplate, and dwell upon 
their own experience or state of mind.

1  Martin Heidegger, John Macquarrie, and Edward Robinson, Being and Time (35. reprint. Malden: 
Blackwell, 2013), 356.

Monuments to lives past often focus on collective memory of society and not to the 
individual affected by loss. For those killed at war, a monument back home is used 
primarily for collective commemoration. For a short time it may serve as a sudo-
shrine but this soon fades and becomes a shrine at home or a symbolic gravestone in 
the family graveyard. There is a desire for personal memory and reflection which is 
always pulling at our minds and bringing us back to an individual shrine or grave. The 
exception to these individualized grief places are churches, temples, and other such 
spaces where funerals often occur. These house our grief but allow us to contemplate 
it while within their walls in a safe and defined space. It is within this typology where 
shared, individual grieving occurs. The journey to and time spent within differs for each 
but the experience is collectively understood. This is the spatial typology the ‘pilgrimage 
of grief ’ shares. It is a collective grief-space for individual use.  

These grief-spaces begin to exist as moments found along a journey instead of the 
monumental architecture so often associated with death. The proposed crematorium 
will act as the threshold before these moments and a dwelling space for grievers of lost 
loved ones. The Albert Park tunnel complex provides a framework to guide, explore, and 
arrive within these moments for the pilgrims who come. To assist with their ventilation 
the tunnel complex was designed to have no dead ends.2 In this way the complex is 
like a labyrinth instead of a maze, and like the grief process, can be navigated through 
wandering of one’s own volition. This seems important to reflect  on when negotiating 
phenomenology and grief; both of which are dependant on unique experience and 
perception.

       

2  Pilkington, Scott. ‘Heritage Values of the Albert Park Air Raid Shelters’. Archaeology in New Zealand 
51, no. 2 (June 2008): 106–17.
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PHENOMENOLOGY [INTRODUCTION]

The phenomenological movement began during the 20th century and focused on 
direct experience as the primary driver of understanding. This relies strongly on 
engagement with our senses but is equally relevant to more abstract engagements 
with our memory, emotions, and perceptions. Architecturally this manifests by an 
understanding of dwelling and the sense of place a piece of architecture provides. This 
is best described by Christian Norberg-Schulz’s term genius loci – spirit of place – in 
his essay “Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture” where he expands on Martin 
Heidegger’s writings. Heidegger writes that dwelling is a manifestation of building. His 
writings are a response to the functionalism of post war modernism and are critical of 
the loss of experiential considerations. 

Dwelling as a manifestation of building largely concerns itself with ‘how’ dwelling 
occurs. However, through researching the grief process and the journey one experiences 
emotionally when grieving it becomes necessary to explore ‘why’ we dwell. If grief is to 
be explored architecturally a shift between the stages of grief will be explored through a 
journey between places of dwelling. It is this alternating between nodes of space which 
develops into the ‘pilgrimage of grief ’ this project aims to explore.

THE SMELL OF CAVES1 [DWELLING]

The phenomenological movement is categories by its study of how phenomena appear.2 
Generally we consider this in terms of the visual field, but phenomenology goes 
beyond this to consider all forms of our experience. These perceptions of experience 
are what define our experience of space and collectively influence how we experience 
‘atmosphere’. In The Aesthetics of Atmosphere Gernot Böhme refers to atmosphere 
as “tuned space”,3 a space with a certain mood. In this way atmosphere is a direct 
experience, only observed through being present. Yet the necessity of direct experience 
is juxtaposed with an intangibility; “[…]atmospheres have something irrational about 
them, in a literal sense: something inexpressible”.4 For example the title of this section 
‘the smell of caves’. There is a conjoined image in the mind’s eye. I say image, but 
there is really an idea, a perception of a place, probably a musty smell, a coldness, and 

1  Elisabeth Moss (speaking), ‘The Smell of Caves’. Album, The Handmaid’s Tale (Original 
Soundtrack), Adam Taylor, Track 6.

2  Neil Leach, Rethinking Architecture: A Reader in Cultural Theory (New York: Routledge, 1997), 83.
3  Gernot Böhme and Jean-Paul Thibaud, The Aesthetics of Atmospheres, Ambiances, Atmospheres and 

Sensory Experiences of Space (London ; New York: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2017), 2.
4  Gernot Böhme, The Aesthetics of Atmospheres, 29.

fig.11 
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We dwell, through memory, to attain meaning. In At Memory’s Edge  James Young writes 
“the sense of such instability [of the Eisenman memorial] will help visitors resist an 
impulse toward closure in the memorial act and heighten their own role in anchoring 
memory in themselves”.13 Böhme takes this idea of dwelling with meaning and memory 
and expands it through the metaphor of music, to influence the meaning of space. He 
writes, “If, however, we assume that music modifies the space of bodily presence, then 
it is also immediately obvious that it modifies our feeling in space as well; and the same 
applies to architecture. [...] the architectonic shaping of spaces has an immediate effect 
on our feelings”.14 It is within this space where our pilgrimage of grief sits; meaning 
derived through memory. Loos attributed the earliest typology of architecture to the 
grave because graves and tombs are proof of the existence of memory after death.15 The 
dead themselves have no need for memory – “For the living know that they shall die: 
but the dead know not any thing”,16 – it is therefore only for the benefit of the living.  

13  James Edward Young, At Memory’s Edge: After-Images of the Holocaust in Contemporary Art and 
Architecture (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), 210. 

14  Gernot Böhme, The Aesthetics of Atmospheres, 181.
15  Heathcote, Monument Builders, 8–9.
16  Ecclesiastes 9:5, King James Version

There are specifically designed places for the dead to dwell, but the dead can never 
participate; and since dwelling requires participation,11 there is a separation between 
the purpose and use. Argia and Laudomia show this most clearly. Argia is a buried city 
where “[w]e do not know if the inhabitants can move about the city”.12 There is an 
implied using of the city-space but no real potential of actually doing so. In Laudomia, 
the city triplicate of past present and future, Italo is far more direct. He states “it is 
always about themselves that the living ask,” implying a narcissism that comes from 
within, an imagined using which stems from the future; from within our own memory. 
It is within these spaces – chapels, crematoriums, and tombs – where we dwell within 
mortality and grief, within memory.   

If dwelling and memory are to be linked, the conclusion of this cycle will be meaning. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11  In the original Heidegger relates dwelling to the german bauen, ich bin, and du bist. In english this is 
loosely room/home, I am, and you are.  
Martin Heidegger. ‘Building Dwelling Thinking’, 2.

12  Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities (1st Harvest/HBJ ed, A Harvest/HBJ Book, New York: Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich, 1978), 126.

an isolation. The final ideas presented are not even what we traditionally considered 
part of our five senses. These fall within our perceptual and somatic senses, it is the 
combination of our experience which leads to emotive atmosphere. 

In the 20th century phenomenology was a response to the functionalism of post war 
modernism and was critical of the loss of experiential considerations. One of the main 
drivers in this movement was the requirement of dwelling to the human experience. 
Norberg-Schulz writes in The Phenomenon of Place, “ ‘dwelling’ means belonging to 
a concrete place”.5 Schulz takes the notion of dwelling and removes it from habitation 
and into a place of belonging. It takes the functionality into the new light of experience 
and enjoyment. Martin Heidegger writes that dwelling is a manifestation of building.6 
While not all buildings exist to dwell, he calls buildings “the domain of our dwelling”.7 
He links dwelling to the deeper experience of ‘Being’. To be. And the space where we 
are the most present is within our buildings, our homes, our domain.

Schulz in his essay he begins to form his theory of Genius Loci,8 the essence of a 
space; broken down into substance, shape, texture, and colour.9 Genius Loci comes 
from the Roman tradition of a spirit-guardian of a place, translated to ‘spirit of place’. 
For Schulz [...] “the task of the architect is to create meaningful places, whereby he 
[sic] helps man to dwell”.10 Architecture is how man derives meaning within space.  
In Invisible Cities Calvino Italo touches on the paradoxical nature of dwelling and 
death. Death, graveyards, tombs, and cenotaphs – all allude to a dwelling without use.  

5   Christian Norberg-Schulz, ‘The Phenomenon of Place’, Architectural Association Quarterly, no. 4 
(1976): 414–27, 425.

6  Martin Heidegger, ‘Building Dwelling Thinking’, in Poetry, Language, Thought (New York: Harper 
Colophon Books, 1971), 7.

7  Heidegger, ‘Building Dwelling Thinking’, 7.
8  Christian Norberg-Schulz, Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomenology of Architecture (New York: Rizzoli, 

1980)
9  Christian Norberg-Schulz, ‘Phenomenology of Place’, 417.
10  Norberg-Schulz, Genius Loci, 5.

fig.12 Alberto Giacometti. The Palace at 4 a.m. 1932. Wood, Glass, Wire, and String, 63.5 x 71.8 x 40 cm. 
MoMA 90.1936. https://www.moma.org/collection/works/80928. 
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THERE AND BACK AGAIN [JOURNEY]

“EVERY STORY EVER TOLD”1 is how Dan Vogel begins his article on journey 
typology in College English, 1974. Every story ever told is, in some form or another, 
a type of journey. He breaks Journey into six categories: (1) journey; (2) wandering; 
(3) quest; (4) pilgrimage; (5) odyssey; and (6) going-forth.2 These become relevant to 
the understanding of heideggerian dwelling as they facilitate and are a prerequisite to 
dwelling. Schulz states, a man must “know how he is in a certain place”.3 Ergo, a man 
must learn how he comes to a place, how he exists within a place, and how he leaves 
a place in order to be in a place. 

Of the six typologies above, four [described below] have an impact on the proposed 
‘pilgrimage of grief ’. [The project is centred on this narrative and so it seems reasonable 
to understand the narrative roots; a precedent of literature if you will]. Journey, 

1  Dan Vogel, ‘A Lexicon Rhetoricae for “Journey” Literature’, College English 36, no. 2 (1974): 
185–89, 185.

2  Vogel, ‘A Lexicon Rhetoricae for “Journey” Literature’, 185.
3  Christian Norberg-Schulz, ‘The Phenomenon of Place’, Architectural Association Quarterly, no. 4 

(1976): 414–27, 423.

“One of the basic human requirements is the need to dwell, and one of the central human acts is the act of inhabiting, 
   of connecting ourselves, however temporarily, with a place on the planet which belongs to us and to which we belong.”
               – Jun’ichirō Tanizaki, In Praise of Shadows

fig.14 ‘Light at the end of the tunnel’ Model Study 
Florist Foam

fig.15 Dan Vogel, ‘A Lexicon Rhetoricae for “Journey” Literature’, 185.
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– thereby attaining meaning. A user has an inauthentic experience of dwelling, they 
instead cross a dam wall treating it as a servant. The act of crossing is the same but 
the engagement with the water below and the workings of the dam wall/bridge is 
hidden. There can be no true enlightenment, learning, or memory making as a user. 
Knowing is the key to authenticity, and when it comes to death and grief knowing is 
the memento mori which has been removed from our everyday.     

Finally we have the pilgrimage. Unlike wandering where the character is “stirred by 
possibility”,16 the pilgrim is stirred by a spiritual goal. Seeking enlightenment is the 
catalyst and the conclusion – peripheral adventures may occur along the way but a 
larger theme exists. There is a clear identification of a goal. It is for this reason this 
project has been called a ‘pilgrimage of grief ’: there is a catalyst of death which sparks 
the seeking of acceptance of grief; there is a journey, able to be taken again and again; 
and a conclusion when acceptance is achieved. After all, we prepare for death through 
everyday journey.   

This leads to the crematorium and tunnel complex beneath Albert Park. There is an 
authenticity within the ground, a primal realisation of dwelling; a suggestion of the 
womb and rebirth. However, first there is a threshold, a cave entrance to shelter within 
and mark the space between. Tills debates the authenticity of phenomenological 
space, while he himself disagrees with true authenticity, as he discusses Zumthor’s 
Therme Vals he writes, “such intensity can be achieved only in a state of removal, 
[...]  it is a definitively spatial removal that Zumthor choreographs”.17 Underground 
pilgrims are fully removed from the city space above, while still being part of the 
city. The crematorium and pilgrimage of grief are constructed around the narrative 
of death. In this way there is an opportunity to create something similar to Tanizaki 
Jun’ichirō’s japanese toilet space.18 A space removed but a part. A dimly lit journey 
which provides private solace and reflection. The act of wandering through the tunnels 
provides opportunity to learn; the grief provides a memory to reflect; and the spaces 
allow dwelling to occur. 

16  Vogel. ‘“Journey” Literature’, 189.
17  Till, Architecture Depends, 130.
18  Tanizaki, Jun’ichirō, Thomas J. Harper, and Edward Seidensticker, In Praise of Shadows (Repr. 

Vintage Classics. London: Vintage Books, 2001), 6.

wandering, pilgrimage, and going-forth all help to understand the choice of language 
and direction this project takes. The word pilgrim and pilgrimage already feature 
heavily within this document, both chosen for their poetry and relevance within 
Vogel’s article. 

Journey in the broadest sense is the movement from place to place. However, the 
typology of journey has no intent for moral, spiritual enlightenment or discovery. Vogel 
describes this form of narrative as reflection on travel where the author places meaning 
after the fact or just simply recounts their own journey. It is a story that “makes no 
implication through character or description of the nature of this movement”.4 When 
discussing heideggerian space and spatial dwelling Jeremy Till notes that journey’s are 
distilled into a series of events – a montage, that collapses our mental notion of space.5 
Heidegger called this “de-distancing” and believed it gave a truer, more authentic, 
view of the world.6 Till writes that this mental event series “is determined through 
familiarity and concern” which is a phenomenological understanding of space.7 He 
says that after these heideggerian notions the world becomes understood through 
“lived engagement” with space.8             

Wandering is “apparently purposeless”.9 A character has no idea of their intent but 
the reader has a feeling of destiny behind their movements. Vogel describes this – “the 
author undertakes to let the reader in on the secret of a journey that is apparently 
aimless, but is fashioned with purpose aforethought”.10 Schulz gives us a clear literary 
example of wandering when he says “to belong to a place means to have an existential 
foothold, in a concrete everyday sense”.11 he relates this specifically to the story of 
Adam in the bible when he is cursed and cast out of Eden. This means the bible begins 
with a sense of destiny to one day return to paradise [Eden] and an eternal searching 
to dwell within the presence of God.  

The apparent purposelessness of wandering can be defined architecturally by the seeking 
4  Vogel, ‘A Lexicon Rhetoricae for “Journey” Literature’, 185.
5  Jeremy Till, Architecture Depends (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2009), 128.
6  Till, Architecture Depends, 128.
7  Till, 128.
8  Till, 128.
9  Till, 186.
10  Till, 186.
11  Norberg-Schulz, ‘The Phenomenon of Place’, 426.

of mans purposeful dwelling. “Man, thus, finds himself when he settles,” Schulz writes, 
“On the other hand, man is also a wanderer”.12 Rebecca Wolford explains this duality 
within dwelling as an oscillation between wandering and staying.13 You cannot have 
one without the other; you cannot rest until you have been restless. She develops this 
idea into an act of learning and memory making which leads to dwelling.14 Dwelling for 
her, unlike for Schulz and Heidegger, can be attained at any time or place with enough 
familiarity. This is similar to the cycle discussed in the previous section. Memory, just 
as with the grave and memorial, is the foundation to all spatial understanding. 

Going-forth has a sense of freedom to its words. There lies an expanse ahead which 
is ineffable. This literary typology is different from wandering because it requires a 
moment of enlightenment to be concluded. However, there is a core concept missing 
from this journey which is fundamental to dwelling. Wolford uses the example of 
Heidegger’s bridge to illustrate the difference between a user and a participant and 
how this affects the act of dwelling.15 A participant has engagement with a place which 
promotes learning and memory building. A participant crosses a bridge and sees the 
water below, unobstructed, and therefore knows what it means to be within that space 

12  Christian Norberg-Schulz, The Concept Of Dwelling: On the Way to Figurative Architecture. (New 
York: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc. 1985), 13.

13  Rebecca L. Wolford, “Wandering in Dwelling” (Masters of Science in Architectural Theory, 
Washington State University, 2008), 6.

14  Wolford, “Wandering in Dwelling”, 32.
15  Wolford, “Wandering in Dwelling”, 58.
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fig.16 Rebecca L. Wolford.  
‘Wandering in Dwelling’.
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TYPOLOGIES OF SPACE

“In architecture, there are two basic possibilities of spatial composition: the closed 
architectural body which isolates space within itself, and the open body which 
embraces an area of space that is connected with the endless continuum”.1

In architecture we deal a lot with threshold; the moment between one space and 
the next. This is the relationship between two spaces. But if we discuss journey, a 
prerequisite for dwelling, we need more than a threshold. Like Heidegger’s bridge you 
need three stages; a riverbank, the bridge, and the other side of the river. From this we 
can extrapolate spatial identities using these three stages and Zumthor’s two basics of 
space.

First we should consider what typologies of space create which time of spatial dialogue. 
Closed spaces are dwelling spaces, open spaces are journey spaces. Böhme writes in the 
Aesthetics of Atmospheres that “architecture is opening and closing spaces [...]  the way 
people feel in rooms and spaces, how they move around”.2 These spaces can then begin 
to be considered as a montage or Heidegger’s de-distanced events. 

Finally we should consider how pilgrims themselves move through the grief events. The 
stage of bargaining is an active and engaging event, there is seeking and negotiation. 
Other stages such as guilt is an introverted affair that causes seeking but of a personal 
nature. The replication of grief in space would give in-authenticity which leads to 
in-authentic dwelling. It is key to this project to understand how these stages invoke 
wandering and staying within oneself if spatial dwelling is to occur. 

In the next chapter these typologies will be invoked within the context of light. Already  
the open spaces reflect the lighter spaces while the closed spaces the darker. Light is 
often used to generate memorable moments and reward in architecture.3 Only by 
facilitating memory and atmosphere will pilgrims bring their own authenticity. As 
Plummer says, “the deepest felt encounter” we enjoy with light, like the state of removal 
in Therme Vals, is “the loss and then recovery of light in darkness”.4 

Here our pilgrimage begins to form.
1  Peter Zumthor, Thinking Architecture (Basel ; Boston, Mass: Birkhäuser, 1999), 21.
2  Gernot Böhme and Jean-Paul Thibaud, The Aesthetics of Atmospheres, Ambiances, Atmospheres and 

Sensory Experiences of Space (London ; New York: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2017), 5.
3  Henry Plummer, The Architecture of Natural Light (New York; London: Monacelli Press ; Thames & 

Hudson, 2009), 54.
4  Plummer, The Architecture of Natural Light, 54.
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fig.19 Spatial Typology Montage: ‘Open’ + ‘Closed’
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GENIUS LOCI [PRESENCE OF PLACE]

Place, in relation to architecture, is the marking of space and time. While space can be 
defined or undefined – place is always defined. The physicality of architecture is easily 
understood in its definition of space, but architectures definition of time can be less 
tangible and apparent. This can be perceived through simple weathering, or increasing 
memory of a space which egress the mind leaving a mental montage.1 “In the present 
we feel a trickling-away, the past implies a passing”.2 But nothing shows the passage of 
time like daylight. Daylight is what gave us the very concept of time from the moment 
the shortest shadow was measured as the moment of noon. But what defines space 
beyond the momentary and spatial? How do we define the presence of place? 

Architecture binds space to place. Space is “made visible through bodies [...] placed 
freely or in rows in the spatial expanse of a room”,3 and through context a building 
relates to its natural surroundings. Christian Norberg-Schulz described this in three 
ways; “The first regards rendering the natural structure “more precise”; in the second, 
construction complements the natural order, while the third symbolizes it”.4 He makes 
the connection to our desire to ‘view out’ and dwelling within space. He attributes this 
to a need to orientate ourselves and identify our spatial context. A man must “know 
how he is in a certain place”.5 

Schulz defines place as by its ‘genius loci’ – spirit of place. This comes from the latin 
term ancient romans used to define the guardian spirit of a place. Schulz uses this 
terminology to develop the idea of a ‘soul’ of a space as defined by Oswald Spengler in 
The Decline of the West.6 Schulz breaks this down into the colloquial term “essence of 
space”,7 and divides this into substance, shape, texture, and colour. But essence is not 
the same as presence. Presence requires an atmosphere and a participant. 

1  Juhani Pallasmaa, “An architecture of the seven senses,” in Questions of Perception: Phenomenology of 
Architecture, eds. Steven Holl and Alberto Pérez Gómez, new ed. (San Francisco, CA: William Stout, 
2006), 37.

2  Oswald Spengler, The Decline of the West: Volume One - Form and Actuality, (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1926), 79.

3  Peter Zumthor, Thinking Architecture (Basel ; Boston, Mass: Birkhäuser, 1999), 21.
4  Marc Treib, Meaning in Landscape Architecture and Gardens (Florence, United States: Routledge, 

2011), 90.
5  Christian Norberg-Schulz, ‘The Phenomenon of Place’, Architectural Association Quarterly, no. 4 

(1976): 414–27, 423.
6  Spengler, The Decline of the West: V2
7  Norberg-Schulz, ‘The Phenomenon of Place’, 417.

fig.20 Ventilation shaft section [typical]. 
Ink and Watercolour.
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Shifting attention away from ‘what’ something represents – its essence, The Aesthetics 
of Atmospheres considers ‘how’ something is present. Böhme explains atmosphere 
as the combination of the ambient qualities of a space and the state of mind of 
the participant.8 If our state of mind is defining our perception of space, then the 
identification of place9 is defined by our memory of the ambient; “memories bind 
time with space and matter”.10 

But what of the ambient qualities of space? An architect cannot control state of mind, 
but they can directly create ambient qualities; generally architects just refer to this as 
atmosphere. Peter Zumthor talks about atmospheres in his writings and lectures. He 
uses sketching and models to render his ideas, in fact he uses photographs of models 
and never computer renders to present his ideas,11 all to preserve the atmosphere. There 
is an in-authenticity to computer renders. A fake expression of a building which can 
never be realised. Jeremy Till describes this as a “hopeless” task. “We tried to find the 
building that we had seen in the drawings [...] The drawing as autonomous object was 
not there, architecture was”.12 

In his interview with Tony Chapman, Zumthor says he asks himself again and 
again: does this feel right? He says architects often compromise too early. They lie to 
themselves and convince themselves that each change doesn’t diminish the atmospheric 
space.13 In his book Atmospheres, he refers to daylight as “so moving to me that 
I feel it almost as a spiritual quality”.14 It is clear that dwelling and space cannot 
be shaped without atmosphere and atmosphere cannot be created without light.  

8  Gernot Böhme and Jean-Paul Thibaud, The Aesthetics of Atmospheres, Ambiances, Atmospheres and 
Sensory Experiences of Space (London ; New York: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2017), 26.

9  Rebecca L. Wolford, “Wandering in Dwelling” (Masters of Science in Architectural Theory, 
Washington State University, 2008), 2.

10  Sianne J. Smith, “Architecture of Perception”, ( Master of Architecture (Professional), Unitec 
Institute of Technology, 2018), 34.

11  Michael Blackwood, The Practice of Architecture: Visiting Peter Zumthor, Video File (Michael 
Blackwood Productions, 2005),  
https://unitec.kanopy.com/video/practice-architecture-visiting-peter-zumthor.

12  Jeremy Till, Architecture Depends (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2009), 23.
13  Blackwood, The Practice of Architecture
14  Peter Zumthor, Atmospheres: Architectural Environments - Surrounding Objects (Basel: Birkhäuser, 

2006), 61.

fig.21 Tunnel Aperture Study. 
Florist foam.

“There’s a smell coming from that room, something primal. It’s the smell of dens, of inhabited caves
  It’s the smell of the plaid blanket on the bed where the cat gave birth once before she was spayed
           It’s the smell of genesis.”

             – “The Smell of Caves”. Elisabeth Moss (spoken), Track 6, 
The Handmaid’s Tale (Original Soundtrack)
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MATERIAL EVIDENCE.

Ernst, Max. The Hundred Headless Woman (La 
Femme 100 Têtes). Translated by Dorothea 
Tanning. 1st American ed. New York: G. 
Braziller, 1981.

Illustration.

Title Mark 11:9, King James Version

MATERIAL EVIDENCE [INTRODUCTION]

The precedent studies have been chosen as detailed views into the theme of dwelling 
and death as a ritual narrative. This idea of a narrative guiding the design has its 
foundations in the phenomenological section of the literature review. There seems to 
be a notion that experience, or series of experiences, are remembered and retold the 
same way a story is constructed; the spaces between events are not as important as the 
event or the order of the events. The following precedents are all, in my mind, making 
use of these spatial events to create a specific narrative. These narratives are a form of 
pilgrimage; a journey with resolution. 

Similarly these projects are hallowed in nature and therefore have experience with 
collective memorial and individual experience. These spaces provide a framework for 
these moment to occur and all use light in an evocative way.

The first two precedents are linked within their literature and are treated as a pair in the 
following chapter. The first, San Giovanni Battista, was designed some years later and 
was heavily informed by its predecessor. There is a palpable narrative through the design 
and is one of the more memorable pieces of architecture I have visited in the past few 
years. As you read through the next few pages bare in mind how the different spatial 
typologies are informing the spaces and their narrative relationship to each other. 

fig.22 
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CHIESA DI      
SAN GIOVANNI BATTISTA

CAMPI BISENZIO, ITALY 
1963

Sometimes called Chiesa dell’Autostrada, “Church of the Highway”, San Giovanni 
Battista was designed by Giovanni Michelucci to memorialise the workers who died 
constructing the Autostrada del Sole. Completed in 1963 the church nestles between 
two highways and provides a place of worship to travellers between Milan and Rome. 
The chaotic form is expressive and imposing. The flowing curves of the roof are said 
to reflect the Tuscan hills;1 but once within the walls it is reminiscent of draped cloth 
or a shroud sheltering the worshippers within. 

San Giovanni Battista was originally designed by Lamberto Stoppa and foundations 
were underway in 1960.2 However, due to negative press and the nickname “la chiesa 
dell’autostrada”, which survives to this day, Michelucci was later commissioned to 
design and build a church on the existing foundations. He was to also utilize all already 
commissioned artworks, stain-glass windows, and furniture within the new design.3 

Giovanni Michelucci, 1891 to 1990, was an italian architect who endeavoured to work 
with the sacred and vernacular. He was described by Gio Ponti as “the most admirably, 
the most nobly unhappy architect of us all”.4 Michelucci was left profoundly forlorn 
after the First and Second World War; “since the explosion of the atom bomb he could 
not bring himself nor wish us to return to inhuman glass cubes and steel tubes. For 
Michelucci, architecture needed to go beyond rational limits with the help of fantasy 
to explore the intimacy of human experience”.5 This is clear through his design of San 
Giovanni Battista and his methodology – the construction process was organic and 
intimately involved.

The finished church evokes a melancholy, unsettling, and terrifying atmosphere which 
somehow manages to be somber, reflective, and serene at the same time. The layout 
and narrative of spaces create a procession alluding to the classical church layouts 
of medieval Europe, but one of his key precedents was Le Corbusier’s Church at 
Ronchamp. Michelucci had sketched and studied the church6 which predated his own 
by nearly ten years. Both churches question the existing typologies or sacred space and 
attain what Le Corbusier called “ineffable space”.7    

1  “Church of San Giovanni Battista, Campi Bisenzio,” Visit Tuscany, Accessed July 5 2019,  
https://www.visittuscany.com/en/attractions/chiesa-autostrada-campi-bisenzio-00001/

2  Terry Kirk, Architecture of Modern Italy, Volume 2: Visions of Utopia, 1900 - Present (New York; 
London: Princeton Architectural ; Hi Marketing, 2005), 185.

3  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 185.
4  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 185.
5  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 188.
6  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 188.
7  Karla Britton, ed., Constructing the Ineffable: Contemporary Sacred Architecture (New Haven, Conn: 

Yale School of Architecture : Distributed by Yale University Press, 2010), 13.
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MATERIALS

In Adrian Forty’s Concrete and Culture, he calls concrete “a medium without history”.8 
It is poured and set into something new during construction, thus beginning its history. 
However, after WWI and WWII concrete, while without history, came with symbolism. 
“In war zones, the safety of concrete makes it precious”.9 San Giovanni Battista is defined 
by concrete; yet it is not beholden to it. Jean-Louis Cohen describes Michelucci’s use 
of the material as “a complete confusion of almost every known tradition of working 
concrete: it is neither a frame nor a shell, and with structural members that seem 
arbitrarily dimensioned, it manages not only to mix together different traditions, but 
also to question the value of the engineering principles that had up to then dominated 
concrete architecture”.10     

The main congressional space of the church 
is defined by a sweeping concrete roof held 
up by branching concrete column which 
seems to grow at will. Michelucci did a 
multitude of studies of trees, branches, and 
bones in order to capture the expressive 
nature within the columns.11 These were 
the most complicated features to build 
and required constant amendments; 
“Michelucci apparently managed the 
site like that of a medieval cathedral, was 
present himself every day, and encouraged 
the craftsmen to take the initiative in 
resolving construction problems as they 
arose.’’12 
 
The roof is cast in-place concrete which 
was then covered by a sheath of oxidized 

8  Adrian Forty, Concrete and Culture: A Material 
History (London: Reaktion Books, 2013), 79.
9  Forty, Concrete and Culture, 180.
10  Jean-Louis Cohen and Gerard Martin Moeller, 
eds., Liquid Stone: New Architecture in Concrete 
(New York, N.Y: Princeton Architectural Press, 
2006), 43.
11  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 188.
12  Forty, Concrete and Culture, 189.

copper.13 This gives the church its distinct light turquoise colour and helps to invoke 
the vernacular of the Tuscan hills. The building is then clad in golden stone from Pisa.14 
[fig.40 on page 51] This softens the exterior and shrouds the tectonic expression of 
the columns within. Michelucci was a firm believer in construction as a metaphor for 
spirituality. He believed that “by giving crude materials ‘moving testimony of life’ they 
could give realization to ‘our interior richness’ … [The builders and materials] creative 
collaboration produced something that, while it might be made of poor materials, 
demonstrated the richness of humanity”.15 

13  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 187.
14  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 187.
15  Forty, Concrete and Culture, 189.

fig.23 Chiesa di San Giovani Battista, Exterior
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fig.27 Congressional Space (1)  
toward Minor Altar (II)

fig.28 Vaulted Ceiling with Singular Narrow Window, (1)
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CHIESA DI      
SAN GIOVANNI BATTISTA

CAMPI BISENZIO, ITALY 
1963

Sometimes called Chiesa dell’Autostrada, “Church of the Highway”, San Giovanni 
Battista was designed by Giovanni Michelucci to memorialise the workers who died 
constructing the Autostrada del Sole. Completed in 1963 the church nestles between 
two highways and provides a place of worship to travellers between Milan and Rome. 
The chaotic form is expressive and imposing. The flowing curves of the roof are said 
to reflect the Tuscan hills;1 but once within the walls it is reminiscent of draped cloth 
or a shroud sheltering the worshipers within. 

San Giovanni Battista was originally designed by Lamberto Stoppa and foundations 
were underway in 1960.2 However, due to negative press and the nickname “la chiesa 
dell’autostrada”, which survives to this day, Michelucci was later commissioned to 
design and build a church on the existing foundations. He was to also utilize all already 
commissioned artworks, stain-glass windows, and furniture within the new design.3 

Giovanni Michelucci, 1891 to 1990, was an italian architect who endeavoured to work 
with the sacred and vernacular. He was described by Gio Ponti as “the most admirably, 
the most nobly unhappy architect of us all”.4 Michelucci was left profoundly forlorn 
after the First and Second World War; “since the explosion of the atom bomb he could 
not bring himself nor wish us to return to inhuman glass cubes and steel tubes. For 
Michelucci, architecture needed to go beyond rational limits with the help of fantasy 
to explore the intimacy of human experience”.5 This is clear through his design of San 
Giovanni Battista and his methodology – the construction process was organic and 
intimately involved.

The finished church evokes a melancholy, unsettling, and terrifying atmosphere which 
somehow manages to be somber, reflective, and serene at the same time. The layout 
and narrative of spaces create a procession alluding to the classical church layouts 
of medieval Europe, but one of his key precedents was Le Corbusier’s Church at 
Ronchamp. Michelucci had sketched and studied the church6 which predated his own 
by nearly ten years. Both churches question the existing typologies or sacred space and 
attain what Le Corbusier called “ineffable space”.7    

1  “Church of San Giovanni Battista, Campi Bisenzio,” Visit Tuscany, Accessed July 5 2019,  
https://www.visittuscany.com/en/attractions/chiesa-autostrada-campi-bisenzio-00001/

2  Terry Kirk, Architecture of Modern Italy, Volume 2: Visions of Utopia, 1900 - Present (New York; 
London: Princeton Architectural ; Hi Marketing, 2005), 185.

3  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 185.
4  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 185.
5  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 188.
6  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 188.
7  Karla Britton, ed., Constructing the Ineffable: Contemporary Sacred Architecture (New Haven, Conn: 

Yale School of Architecture : Distributed by Yale University Press, 2010), 13.
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MATERIALS

In Adrian Forty’s Concrete and Culture, he calls concrete “a medium without history”.8 
It is poured and set into something new during construction, thus beginning its history. 
However, after WWI and WWII concrete, while without history, came with symbolism. 
“In war zones, the safety of concrete makes it precious”.9 San Giovanni Battista is defined 
by concrete; yet it is not beholden to it. Jean-Louis Cohen describes Michelucci’s use 
of the material as “a complete confusion of almost every known tradition of working 
concrete: it is neither a frame nor a shell, and with structural members that seem 
arbitrarily dimensioned, it manages not only to mix together different traditions, but 
also to question the value of the engineering principles that had up to then dominated 
concrete architecture”.10     

The main congressional space of the church 
is defined by a sweeping concrete roof held 
up by branching concrete column which 
seems to grow at will. Michelucci did a 
multitude of studies of trees, branches, and 
bones in order to capture the expressive 
nature within the columns.11 These were 
the most complicated features to build 
and required constant amendments; 
“Michelucci apparently managed the 
site like that of a medieval cathedral, was 
present himself every day, and encouraged 
the craftsmen to take the initiative in 
resolving construction problems as they 
arose.’’12 
 
The roof is cast in-place concrete which 
was then covered by a sheath of oxidized 

8  Adrian Forty, Concrete and Culture: A Material 
History (London: Reaktion Books, 2013), 79.
9  Forty, Concrete and Culture, 180.
10  Jean-Louis Cohen and Gerard Martin Moeller, 
eds., Liquid Stone: New Architecture in Concrete 
(New York, N.Y: Princeton Architectural Press, 
2006), 43.
11  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 188.
12  Forty, Concrete and Culture, 189.

copper.13 This gives the church its distinct light turquoise colour and helps to invoke 
the vernacular of the Tuscan hills. The building is then clad in golden stone from Pisa.14 
[fig.40 on page 51] This softens the exterior and shrouds the tectonic expression of 
the columns within. Michelucci was a firm believer in construction as a metaphor for 
spirituality. He believed that “by giving crude materials ‘moving testimony of life’ they 
could give realization to ‘our interior richness’ … [The builders and materials] creative 
collaboration produced something that, while it might be made of poor materials, 
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fig.28 Vaulted Ceiling with Singular Narrow Window, (1)
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 PILGRIMAGE

Some of Michelucci’s earliest sketches show a narrative of movement and procession 
through space [fig.29, fig.30, fig.31]. Originally this was to include a path up and 
across the roof; but this was removed from the final design.16 San Giovanni Battista is 
not defined by a singular axis; but rather by paths which cross the congressional-altar 
axis. The church premise is arrived at facing the tallest part of the structure. There is a 
confrontation with the looming abrupt curve of the roof and an awareness of the low 
stone wall guiding you to the entry at the side. From the onset you are made aware 
you are entering ‘off-axis’. 

Once through the main doors there is the narthex, a ‘colonnade’ which draws you 
along and through to the opposite side of the church, making you walk the breath 
of the building. [There is an alternate route immediately upon entering, but it is 
unassuming and soft. Even in the ‘Study of Routes’ it is apparent this is a less desired 
path]. By first enticing you to walk the length, and then the width, Michelucci creates 
an appreciation of the scale of the site and its relationship to you, the pilgrim. 

Finally you round the corner and arrive on the parallel axis to the narthex just walked. 
This places you directing under the tallest point of the vaulted space and on an axis 
between the two secondary altars. Even if you enter through the minor path you 
are still placed at the opposite side of the axis. From this placement you can fully 
comprehend the scale and weight of the concrete ceiling. Terry Kirk describes the 
major path as a procession which “spirals as the inner space rises up under the tent”.17 
This spiralling creates the longest possible journey within the space which creates a 
pilgrimage within the church itself.

 
 
 
 

16  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 187.
17  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 187.
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fig.29 Entrance Threshold, Early Sketch, Giovani Michelucci fig.30 Narthex (2), including Sculpture by Emilio Greco and Venanzo Crocetti 
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fig.33 Giovanni Michelucci’s Diagram of Path in Section

fig.34 Giovanni Michelucci’s Updated Diagram of Path to Current Layout
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stone wall guiding you to the entry at the side. From the onset you are made aware 
you are entering ‘off-axis’. 

Once through the main doors there is the narthex, a ‘colonnade’ which draws you 
along and through to the opposite side of the church, making you walk the breath 
of the building. [There is an alternate route immediately upon entering, but it is 
unassuming and soft. Even in the ‘Study of Routes’ it is apparent this is a less desired 
path]. By first enticing you to walk the length, and then the width, Michelucci creates 
an appreciation of the scale of the site and its relationship to you, the pilgrim. 

Finally you round the corner and arrive on the parallel axis to the narthex just walked. 
This places you directing under the tallest point of the vaulted space and on an axis 
between the two secondary altars. Even if you enter through the minor path you 
are still placed at the opposite side of the axis. From this placement you can fully 
comprehend the scale and weight of the concrete ceiling. Terry Kirk describes the 
major path as a procession which “spirals as the inner space rises up under the tent”.17 
This spiralling creates the longest possible journey within the space which creates a 
pilgrimage within the church itself.

 
 
 
 

16  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 187.
17  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 187.
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SPATIAL LAYOUT

Everything about the space is gestural and alarming. Michelucci planned the church 
through spatial volumes; originally using clay, plaster, and cast bronze.18 These models 
explored exterior volumes and interior spaces, “rapture and change, something 
thought-provoking even if it lacked any kind of perfection of completion”.19 He does 
say that the final form was created through all the workmen “who devoted their diverse 
hopes, doubts, and contradictions of human experience”.20

 
The interior can be divided into four sections of space: 
(1) the congressional space; (2) the narthex; (3) the balcony; and (4) the sanctum. 

18  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 187.
19  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 187.
20  Kirk, Visions of Utopia, 188.

(1) The congressional space is the main volume of the church. This space contains the 
tree-like pillars and vaulted ceiling as well as the altars; I, II, and III. While the altar 
(I) is bathed in light like a traditional church, a towering mass of shadow looms above 
which in turn creates a tension that is palpable. This space is laid out in the traditional 
church cross axis, however the long axis is between the minor altars (II)(III) instead 
of the pew-altar (I) as in most churches. This is at the centre of the spiral which the 
pilgrimatic journey takes. 

(2) The narthex is the main axis of entry. It is warmly lit with south-westerly light from 
above and is reminiscent of a street with low hanging branches above. The concrete 
trusses are a mini montage creating a series of thresholds which house the artworks 
and sculptures. This allows a lingering space between each truss while following the 
pilgrimage.
 
(3) The balcony is interesting for its oppression. It is directly beneath the curve of the 
ceiling and therefore blocks the view into the vaulted heights and branching columns. 
The effect of this placement is to guide the eye-line down and to the altar without the 
distraction of the towering mass of shadow. I personally feel, after visiting the site, 
this is because Michelucci planned that space to be viewed as a mass above, so if the 
viewer is looking from halfway up the mass then the effect is ruined. The proportion 
is best seen from a human perspective, this is why he controls this view in this way.    
 
(4) The sanctum exists behind the main altar and is the most private of all spaces. 
Michelucci achieves this privacy by dropping the floor level and placing the space 
directly behind the altar which shields it from view. This is directly under the feature 
window, but due to its location directly beneath the space is lit only through ambient 
and reflected light. This gives the sanctum a hallowed and reverent atmosphere.   

 
(3)

 
(4) 

 
(1) 

 
(2) 

fig.36 Section Drawing,  
Giovani Michelucci

fig.37 Balcony (3), Oppressed View

fig.38 Chiesa di San Giovanni Battista,  
Ground Floor Plan

fig.39 Narthex (2), Early Sketch, Giovani Michelucci

fig.40 Entrance Threshold, ‘Porta Principale’  
[above]

fig.41 Sanctum (4) Looking Out  
[below]
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distraction of the towering mass of shadow. I personally feel, after visiting the site, 
this is because Michelucci planned that space to be viewed as a mass above, so if the 
viewer is looking from halfway up the mass then the effect is ruined. The proportion 
is best seen from a human perspective, this is why he controls this view in this way.    
 
(4) The sanctum exists behind the main altar and is the most private of all spaces. 
Michelucci achieves this privacy by dropping the floor level and placing the space 
directly behind the altar which shields it from view. This is directly under the feature 
window, but due to its location directly beneath the space is lit only through ambient 
and reflected light. This gives the sanctum a hallowed and reverent atmosphere.   

 
(3)

 
(4) 

 
(1) 

 
(2) 

fig.36 Section Drawing,  
Giovani Michelucci

fig.37 Balcony (3), Oppressed View

fig.38 Chiesa di San Giovanni Battista,  
Ground Floor Plan

fig.39 Narthex (2), Early Sketch, Giovani Michelucci

fig.40 Entrance Threshold, ‘Porta Principale’  
[above]

fig.41 Sanctum (4) Looking Out  
[below]

 
(2)

(3)

(1)

(4)

(I)

(II)
(III)

Refer to fig.36
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CHAPELLE NOTRE-DAME-DU-HAUT 
DE RONCHAMP

HAUTE-SAÔNE, FRANCE 
1955

Notre Dame de Ronchamp is a catholic church designed by Le Corbusier as part of the 
Ronchamp commune. The church was commissioned to be a replacement of the earlier 
church destroyed in World War II. Unlike most catholic churches, this commission 
was to be largely unadorned and sculptural.1 This church sits apart from Le Corbusier’s 
usual styles — making it one of his defining and important works — and exists as an 
architectural sculpture.2   

The church has a simple program; three chapels, two entrances, one main altar, and an 
open air chapel for large pilgrimages. The chapels are arranged around the main altar/
choir/congressional space with the southern wall (interior most often pictured) and 
south-easterly corner visually prominent as pilgrims approach up the hill. The site has 
been a place of pilgrimage for hundreds of years3 and the chapel is the physical goal 
which defines the end of the pilgrimage.4   

For much of the experiential quotes of the church I have chosen to use Carla Maher’s 
blog, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’, as her narration of the site, space, and atmosphere 
felt  the most tactile and visceral. I have endeavoured to use her own images as she has 
purposefully matched them to her words and experiences. Maher is neither architect 
nor philosopher. In her blog she “wanted to understand this place, its spirituality, its 
sanctuary”,5 and not understand Corbusier’s concepts as “applied to this building”.6 
This narrative style captured ‘the ineffable’ of Ronchamp in a palatable way.

The ineffability of light within Ronchamp creates a place of dwelling which sits apart 
from the world but still acknowledged time and space. There is very much a sense of 
interior and exterior; journey and dwelling. Its relationship to pilgrimage is notably 
different to that of Michelucci’s San Giovanni Battista. Whereas San Giovanni ‘housed’ 
a pilgrimatic journey, Ronchamp completes one. One is emblematic of dwelling and 
resting whilst the other is a contemplation on wandering.  
   

 
1  ‘AD Classics: Ronchamp / Le Corbusier’, ArchDaily, 3 November 2010, http://www.archdaily.

com/84988/ad-classics-ronchamp-le-corbusier/
2  ‘AD Classics: Ronchamp / Le Corbusier’, ArchDaily
3  Carla Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’, Blog, The Wood House, accessed 12 July 2019, https://

www.thewoodhouseny.com/journal/2018/6/20/the-chapel-at-ronchamp.
4  Dan Vogel, ‘A Lexicon Rhetoricae for “Journey” Literature’, College English 36, no. 2 (1974): 

185–89, https://doi.org/10.2307/374776, 185.
5  Carla Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’
6  Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’
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fig.42 Chapel of Ronchamp Exterior

fig.43 Chapelle Notre-dame-du-huat de Ronchamp,  
Ground Floor Plan

fig.44 Evening Chapel (3), Early Afternoon fig.45 Morning Chapel (2), Red Plaster, Midmorning
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LAYOUT

(1) Main Altar 
(2) Morning Chapel
(3) Evening Chapel [Red Stucco] 
(4) Grand Chapel 
(5) Main Entrance
(6) South Wall
(7) Exterior Chapel [Partially Sheltered]

The three chapels within the church are oriented differently in 
order to reflect the time of day they are in use. The morning 
chapel (2), the chapel for peace, faces east. This chapel is covered 
in a deep red hue in order to juxtapose Mary’s other qualities 
and capture the direct morning light and indirect light the 
remainder of the day. Le Corbusier believed the Annunciation 
held spiritual and erotic connotations.7 This choice appears 
shocking and jarring, however Maher writes, “it gives rise to 
an atmosphere of mediation and tranquility; complete calm”.8 
This sits opposed to the evening chapel (3) which is almost a 
reflected image of the first and catches the soft, blue, daylight 
typical of the Virgin Mary to whom this church is dedicated.     

 
7  Flora Samuel, Le Corbusier in Detail (Oxford: Elsevier Limited, 2007), 

120.
8  Carla Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

(7)

(6)
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4  Dan Vogel, ‘A Lexicon Rhetoricae for “Journey” Literature’, College English 36, no. 2 (1974): 

185–89, https://doi.org/10.2307/374776, 185.
5  Carla Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’
6  Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’
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fig.43 Chapelle Notre-dame-du-huat de Ronchamp,  
Ground Floor Plan

fig.44 Evening Chapel (3), Early Afternoon fig.45 Morning Chapel (2), Red Plaster, Midmorning
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PILGRIMAGE 

Bourlémont hill has been a place of pilgrimage since the eleventh century.17 To this 
day it remains in active use by pilgrims, both religious and architectural. Notré 
Dame de Ronchamp marks the end of the journey and has to facilitate a fluctuating 
number of pilgrims year round. 

Le Corbusier planned Ronchamp to be observed by pilgrims from each pivotal 
moment. Initially, as they climb the hill, the clearest forms are the grand chapel 
tower (4) and south-east corner; the tallest corner where wall and roof meet [fig.42 
on page 52]. The roof billows up and out to invite. The pilgrims can then enter 
the nave through the main doors (5) or observe chapel at the outdoor eastern facade 
(7) [fig.53]. The height of the roof is continued from the tallest corner along the 
eastern facade creating a sheltered space which catches the morning light – ideal for 
large groups on Sunday Mass.

Inside the building the curved walls encourage pilgrims to explore and 
dwell within the spaces created.“Overwhelming, quieting – it forces 
introspection”.18 Each rounded chapel tower creates a space that is enclosed 
yet infinite (fig.48).There is no doubt of the end of the pilgrimage. The 
mission was the journey and the goal is found within Ronchamp.19 Maher’s 
reaction to entering the nave captures the sense of dwelling and ineffable: 
“we were at once moved. I cannot write you a concise or even cohesive explanation 
of what it was that made us both feel so present”.20

17  Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’
18  Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’
19  Dan Vogel, ‘A Lexicon Rhetoricae for “Journey” Literature’, College English 36, no. 2 (1974): 

185–89, 185.
20  Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’ (italics added for emphasis)

fig.52 Pilgrimage Towards fig.53 Arrival Before Entry. Exterior Chapel
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MATERIALS

From the exterior Ronchamp is defined by its textured white walls, plaster over Gunite9, 
and dark béton shell roof. The roof and walls are held in a moment of tension as they 
never fully meet [fig.45]. This gives the roof the appearance of a sail, frozen in time, as it 
billows in the wind. (Even if Le Corbusier himself has stated the roof mimics a crab shell 
in form)10 Adrian Forty also attributes the hidden reinforced concrete columns which 

support the roof to Le Corbusier’s notions 
of the ineffable “as if too much engineering 
might detract from the building’s piety”.11 

The exterior walls are “absurdly but 
practically thick”.12 This accommodates 
the deep set windows for which the church 
is famous as well as housing some of the 
remnants of the destroyed stone walls from 
the former chapel;13 referring once again 
to the symbolism of protection concrete 
offers post WWII.14 Le Corbusier then 
textures these walls with gunite, rendered 
over with white-washed plaster. He relates 
this to a women’s skin, marking Ronchamp 
as feminine,15 and once again reflecting a 
nature of the Virgin Mary not commonly 
divulged.

9  Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’
10  Adrian Forty, Concrete and Culture : A Material 
History (Reaktion Books, Limited, 2012), 194.
11  Forty, Concrete and Culture, 195
12  Le Corbusier in: Maher, ‘The Chapel at 
Ronchamp’
13  Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’
14  Forty, Concrete and Culture, 180
15  Forty, Concrete and Culture, 189

The windows and doors of Ronchamp are covered in Le Corbusier’s own artworks. 
He handcrafts each piece giving the whole space a sense of craft. Maher said that 
this reminds her that Corbusier was designing Ronchamp “not as an architect, 
but as an artist.  A painter. A sculptor”.16 I disagree with Maher; the role of 
an architect can expand to painter and sculptor. These both play a key role in 
the evocation of space and Ronchamp shows how. Corbusier’s ineffable space, 
like the billowing roof, is held up by small, careful details one might overlook.  

16  Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’
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PILGRIMAGE 

Bourlémont hill has been a place of pilgrimage since the eleventh century.17 To this 
day it remains in active use by pilgrims, both religious and architectural. Notré 
Dame de Ronchamp marks the end of the journey and has to facilitate a fluctuating 
number of pilgrims year round. 

Le Corbusier planned Ronchamp to be observed by pilgrims from each pivotal 
moment. Initially, as they climb the hill, the clearest forms are the grand chapel 
tower (4) and south-east corner; the tallest corner where wall and roof meet [fig.42 
on page 52]. The roof billows up and out to invite. The pilgrims can then enter 
the nave through the main doors (5) or observe chapel at the outdoor eastern facade 
(7) [fig.53]. The height of the roof is continued from the tallest corner along the 
eastern facade creating a sheltered space which catches the morning light – ideal for 
large groups on Sunday Mass.

Inside the building the curved walls encourage pilgrims to explore and 
dwell within the spaces created.“Overwhelming, quieting – it forces 
introspection”.18 Each rounded chapel tower creates a space that is enclosed 
yet infinite (fig.48).There is no doubt of the end of the pilgrimage. The 
mission was the journey and the goal is found within Ronchamp.19 Maher’s 
reaction to entering the nave captures the sense of dwelling and ineffable: 
“we were at once moved. I cannot write you a concise or even cohesive explanation 
of what it was that made us both feel so present”.20

17  Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’
18  Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’
19  Dan Vogel, ‘A Lexicon Rhetoricae for “Journey” Literature’, College English 36, no. 2 (1974): 

185–89, 185.
20  Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’ (italics added for emphasis)
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COMPARATIVE

Both Ronchamp and San Giovanni use the elements of pilgrimage, concrete, and 
organic forms to create their architecture. However, they use these to different effects in 
order to convey different emotive atmospheres. Michelucci’s church contemplates inner 
turmoil and angst. It seeks an internal enlightenment and sanctuary found through 
wandering. He says to let “the architecture take you by the hand and accompany you in 
discovering something of yourself ”.1 Le Corbusier instead presents sanctuary as an end 
of a journey. His church allows for the exploration and uncovering of moments within 
a dwelling space for those who have already began to dwell. “I have not experienced 
the miracle of faith”, Corbusier states, “but I have often known the miracle of ineffable 
space”.2 San Giovanni represents the journey a pilgrim takes: Ronchamp presents the 
moment/moments of enlightenment at the end.

In case the link between these two buildings is unclear, Michelucci’s own sketchbook 
shows studies of Ronchamp before San Giovanni’s completion. Adrian Forty compares 
their form; “the taut shell of the roof at Ronchamp here becomes a sagging canopy, 
barely held in shape by a few bits of inadequate-looking concrete bracing”.3 The 
billow of wind which grasps Ronchamp is gone; instead a somber shelter draped 
over structure. A guest to San Giovanni is quoted as saying, “I don’t understand how 
through the drama of these forms I feel a great serenity and a certainty”.4 Le Corbusier’s 
plasticity and expression is used to house an equally vibrant light, here, instead, the 
light does not fill the space but rather trickles in like through a dense forest, barely 
reaching the floor.

It is notable that Michelucci takes his time to arrange the path into this somber space 
as a spiral, slowly becoming less populated by daylight and giving way to shadow. 
This staggered threshold allows the somber nave to become contemplative rather than 
distilled somber – melancholy. Compare this to Le Corbusier at Ronchamp – there 
is inside and there is outside, the threshold is marked by a heavy pivoting door. The 
dramatic change of atmosphere highlights the end of the pilgrimage and allows for 
appreciation of the space within, undisturbed.

Both churches break with the traditional church typology and seek to understand 
sacred space in a raw, tangible way.5 Both Ronchamp and San Giovanni use the 
pilgrims journey in order to showcase the church. Ronchamp uses the church itself 
as the moment of enlightenment to the pilgrimage whereas San Giovanni is more 
didactic and used the church itself as a metaphor to the pilgrims journey. For the 
‘pilgrimage of grief ’ a pilgrimage following Michelucci’s typology begins to take shape 
and the lingering space follow Corbusier’s ideas. Both architects are clear that organic 
forms encourage wandering and dwelling.    

1  Terry Kirk, Architecture of Modern Italy, Volume 2: Visions of Utopia, 1900 - Present (New York; 
London: Princeton Architectural ; Hi Marketing, 2005), 188.

2  Le Corbusier in: Maher, ‘The Chapel at Ronchamp’
3  Adrian Forty, Concrete and Culture: A Material History (London: Reaktion Books, 2013), 143.
4  Kirk, Architecture of Modern Italy, 188.
5  Kirk, 188.
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fig.56 Branching Columns with Trickling Light, San Giovanni Battista fig.57 Main Door from Nave Space, Notre Dame de Ronchamp
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THE WOODLAND CEMETERY      
NEW CREMATORIUM

STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN 
2013

Along a path in the woods sits the New Crematorium within the Woodland 
Cemetery in Stockholm. Designed by Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor the 
crematorium is relatively small, designed to be a “stone in the forest”,1 and is 
almost entirely devoted to the process of cremation. This is because it services 
the main Woodland Cemetery building by Gunnar Asplund and Sigurd 
Lewerentz; a world famous architectural site and UNESCO World heritage 
since 19942 which hosts the majority of funerial services.
 
The plan of the crematorium is functional and is almost entirely private space 
used by staff rather than grieving families. The exterior is red brick but the 
interior is white concrete “to give a sense of clemency”.3 The public space is 
within the memorial chapel — for 6 or so close family to gather before the 
cremation takes place or with the urn upon collection. Here the bricks are 
glazed white, “they reflect and accentuate the light from the openings and slits 
in the roof”.4 This gives the space an ethereal atmosphere and, with the barrel 
vaulted roof, evokes a church nave within the much more confined space.

 
PILGRIMAGE
 
The pilgrimatic aspect plays a lesser role in this project as the crematorium 
is designed for functionality and not for the mourners; this is kept to the 
Woodland Cemetery by Celsing down the road. While this can be seen as a 
symptom of the modern day seperation of death and the public, there is also an 
aspect of the shift from collective and shared mourning toward the individual. 
 
The public space of the crematorium is entirely devoted to the final stage of 
grief, acceptance, and the final send off by the family of the body. The chapel is 

1  ‘The New Crematorium, The Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor’, 
ArchDaily, 22 September 2014, http://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-
the-woodland-cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor/ 

2  ‘The Woodland Cemetery - Visitstockholm’, accessed 27 August 2019, https://www.
visitstockholm.com/see--do/attractions/the-woodland-cemetery/

3  ‘The New Crematorium, The Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor’, 
ArchDaily

4  ‘The New Crematorium, The Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor’

JOHAN CELSING ARKITEKTKONTOR
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small and backs onto the furnace hall allowing for easy transition for the coffin/
body. This threshold is always important in funerial practices, and can also be a 
lowering table — to reflect burial. The scale of this room creates a hierarchy where 
the coffin fills the space and becomes the main feature [fig.59]. This is aided by 
the limitation of the public space within the building, giving the reminder that 
there is a larger purpose of this structure is beholden which does not include the 
mourners.  Celsing describes Sigurd Lewerentz’s work as provoking thought “as 
they focus on the essential, the poetic, advanced experiments, but not as visually 
challenging buildings that demand the attention of those who are not really 
affected by them”.5 These elements give perspective to the experience within his 
own building and reflect the resolution of pilgrimage; enlightenment.6

5  Johan Celsing. ‘Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor Profile:  The Robust, the Sincere.’ Johan 
Celsing Arkitektkontor. Accessed 25 September 2019.  
http://www.celsing.se/page.php?code=33.

6  Vogel, Dan. ‘A Lexicon Rhetoricae for “Journey” Literature’. College English 36, no. 2 
(1974): 185–89, 189. 

fig.58 New Crematorium, Exterior
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PROGRAM
 
The New Crematorium is within walking distance of the main Woodland 
Cemetery complex, creating the opportunity to journey between these spaces 
through the natural woodland and appreciate nature. The building sits low, 
being only a single storey, with its angular pitched roof meeting at a peak above 
the furnace hall. This allows the architect to disguise the stack within the roof 
structure and obscure it from view. There is no visible chimney. This highlights 
the new possibilities for a crematorium; low-rise, unobtrusive, settled within 
the landscape.    
 
The program is designed around the two routes of journey; the public and 
the staff/coffins. This can be read from the plan by the placement of the car 
entrance and morgue versus the waiting hall and chapel. The morgue lacks an 
embalming room which shows this is specifically designed for the cremation 
only, and not the entire death process. This works for the woodland site as it is 
complementing the main cemetery site; an embalming room would need to be 
included in a crematorium which stands alone. The New Crematorium reduces 
the body handling process to: (4) arrival, (5/6) storage, (7) cremation, at its 
most basic [fig.63]. Further evidence of this utilitarian program can be seen by 
the need to pass the coffin through the furnace hall to reach the chapel space, 
suggesting most cremations do not use this space at all. Finally in section AA 
and EE [fig.71 on page 63] the clever use of subterranean levels can be seen, 
which are used to hide the air accumulators and stack. For a building designed 
primarily to focus on the act of cremation this is a carefully restrained choice by 
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the architect to be understated and clement in order to reflect on the life past 
whilst dealing with death. 
 
The public program for the crematorium is limited and particular. There are 
only three interiors included in the defined public space7; reception, entry hall, 
and chapel [fig.63]. These exist as almost a niche within the building itself 
to allow a moment of quiet reflection. There is no need for anything more 
expansive as the main cemetery and chapels are down the road at the Woodland 
Cemetery. The hierarchy of mourning memorial is once again persistent in our 
need to move towards the individual experience.8

 
The chapel itself is a simple barrel vaulted room which alludes to churches while 
keeping within the confined space. [fig.59 on page 59] The south western 
wall is offset to the arch and allowed a thin stream of light to filter down and 
illuminate the “perforated glazed white” acoustic brick wall,9 this defines the 
small altar and shift the attention away from the opposite wall, covered by a 
curtain, and leading to the furnace hall.
 
The atrium is almost a defining feature of the building upon first glance of the 
imagery. But, this if for staff only so they might take “ breaks without interfering 
with mourners”.10 For a building of this scale there is no need to allow the public 
within the space, but there is clear potential to create a reminder of ‘outside’ 
while within a building which exists as a mass — applicable to an underground 
design such as my own. 

7  Interior Virtual Tour; 
‘New Crematorium - Forest Cemetery’, accessed 20 September 2019,  
https://skogskyrkogarden.stockholm.se/in-english/architecture/buildings/new-
crematorium/.

8  See page 27.
9  Jessica Mairs. ‘Johan Celsing’s Swedish Crematorium Follows the Woodland Terrain’. 

Dezeen, 11 October 2014.  
https://www.dezeen.com/2014/10/11/new-crematorium-woodland-cemetery-asplund-
stockholm-johan-celsing-red-brick/.

10  ‘The New Crematorium, The Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor’
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fig.66 Chapel, Interior fig.67 Chapel, Section

fig.68 South East Elevation fig.69 Section AA

fig.70 South West Elevation

fig.71 South West Section

In the section above [fig.67] a less than one meter light intervention 
illuminates the whole space but, is assisted by a recessed luminaire. While 
this space is almost double height, it still feels intimate by the narrowness 
and soft lighting. 
The public journey from outside, to arrival hall, and then chapel is an 
example of open / closed / closed typology which encourages dwelling. 

The South Western elevation and section 
[fig.70 and fig.71] use a similar method 
to conceal the crematorium program 
from the built form. Here the cremators 
secondary chambers — fuel regulator, 
air flow regulator, blower, etc. — are set 
below the furnace hall and allow for the 
sleek appearance of the space. 

This creates a visual separation between 
the ethical and technical1 requirements 
of a crematorium. 

1 See appendix 
“fig.192 ICF Guide to Cremation Practice. 
Ethical vs Technical” on page 161

The elevation [fig.68] and opposing section [fig.69] show the ‘hidden’ air 
intake vents, blended with the brick cladding, and triple storey air cooling 
accumulators below the ground plane. Even though each cremator requires 
a massive amount of air flow to run efficiently it is possible to conceal this 
without compromising the architectural impression.
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In the section above [fig.67] a less than one meter light intervention 
illuminates the whole space but, is assisted by a recessed luminaire. While 
this space is almost double height, it still feels intimate by the narrowness 
and soft lighting. 
The public journey from outside, to arrival hall, and then chapel is an 
example of open / closed / closed typology which encourages dwelling. 

The elevation [fig.68] and opposing section [fig.69] show the ‘hidden’ air 
intake vents, blended with the brick cladding, and triple storey air cooling 
accumulators below the ground plane. Even though each cremator requires 
a massive amount of air flow to run efficiently it is possible to conceal this 
without compromising the architectural impression.
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THE LIGHT FANTASTIC [INTRODUCTION]

The following is a roughly chronological catalogue of selected sketches and concepts 
used through this research project. Included are two critical reflections based off 
interum critiques. These have helped shape the project and hopefully provide a restraint 
to the architectural outcome. 

This section might be assumed to be a scientific study of light however, due to its 
eneffible aspirations, instead it is an experimentation of emotive ideas and concepts. I 
hope you will see aspects of these experiments in the final presentation and appriciate 
their exploritive origins. There has been a shifting narrative which developed over the 
course of the research and has refined my ideas of dwelling, death, and pilgrimage. In 
the next section these ideas are brought together for the final design response. 

DANTE AND BEATRICE GAZE 
UPON THE HIGHEST HEAVEN, 
THE EMPYREAN.

Gustave Doré. Dante’s Inferno - Plate XXXIV: 
Canto XXXI: The Empyrean. Translated by The 
Rev. Henry Francis Cary, Printed c. 1890 in 
America. 

Illustration.

fig.72 



EXPLORATION I

The brown paper base allows 
for play with both light and 
shadow.
 

These charrettes allow for 
fast expression of ideas and 
could be pinned together 
and reordered quickly 
(similar to the black pages 
above). 

The journey portion of this layout 
is the most interesting and engaging 
portion of the study. 

After the first critique this portion of 
the work was expanded and studied 
further with regard to dwelling. 

The stairway into the darkness / up to the light 
echoes in stories and concepts around the world. 
It highlights the isolation experienced in grief and 
gives an opportunity to contemplate the removal 
from the world above. 
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fig.73 Corner Detail Concept
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fig.77 Grief Journey Layout, Collage

fig.78 Concept Study fig.79 Light Study, Shock fig.80 Light Study, Denial
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fig.81 Concept Study
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fig.83 Section Concept fig.84 Concept Tunnel Model fig.85 Concept Spatial Model
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fig.88 Concept Study, Light Well

fig.89 Concept Model, Entrance I fig.90 Concept Model, Entrance II fig.91 Concept Model, Entrance III

Three types of threshold: 
 
I — ‘Closed’ entrance. 
The light acts as a barrier suggesting 
exposure upon crossing the 
threshold.

II  — Defined entrance.
The light frames the threshold but 
is not hidden; therefore it evokes 
safety.

III — Soft entrance.
The same layout as I but with light 
on both sides. This removes the 
element of separation and creates 
trust.



CRITICAL REFLECTION I
The initial review raised two key issues; the 
oversimplification of the grief analogy, and an 
underutilisation of the tunnel complex. Conceptually 
and stylistically the reviewers were engaged and interested. 
It was suggested to consider shifting the focus to a 
‘museum of light’ if the focus was to shift from the tunnel 
system. While this idea has merit, there is something 
to be said to the evocative nature of grief which I feel 
would be far more interesting to architecturally explore.  
 
The tunnel complex is providing a unique opportunity 
to explore light from the position of darkness. There 
is an innate experiential quality of being within the 
earth which pairs well to the overall experiential nature 

of this project. Therefore the tunnel and the grief 
will be kept but I will shift the explorations to a more 
abstract approach to grief and down into the tunnels. 
 
  
 
At this review the project was considering each grief stage as 
a separate ‘space’ which would be reflective of a particular 
emotion. [This was before the study of wandering verse 
dwelling described in Section III]. Through reading 
Rebecca L. Wolford and experimenting with typologies 
of spatial layout the project evolved into the ‘Pilgrimage 
of Grief ’ and began to take shape.   
 

fig.95 Cross Section Drawing 
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       DENIAL + ISOLATION

ANGER

 BARGAINING

DEPRESSION

ACCEPTANCE

  *SHOCK

  *GUILT

DEATH EVENT

fig.92 Cross Section Drawing, (5) Acceptance 

fig.93 Diagram of Journey 

(1)

(5)

(4)

(5)

(4)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(2)

(3)

fig.94 Spatial Study, (4) Depression
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Based on the relationship between dwelling and wandering the following 
are some concept explorations of movements through space and  lighting 
interventions which encourage ‘moments’.  This will be used in connection 
with fig.18 on page 37, “Spatial typologies and their relationship to the 
grief process”, to create the ‘pilgrimage of grief ’ outlined previously.

fig.99 Opening Concepts

fig.100 Ground Typologies fig.101 Light Intervention, Concave vs Convex fig.102 Light Intervention Study

fig.103 Arch Montage Concept fig.104 Arch Montage Section

fig.105 Corner Detail Study

fig.106 Spatial Concept, Individual’s Chapel fig.107 Spatial Concept, Based on Bowl Sundial

Engagement up

Engagement down

Engagement open

Enlightenment

Chthonic
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fig.108 Tunnel Intervention Concept Using No. 4 + 5

fig.109 Pilgrimage Concept

fig.110 Light Intervention Concept fig.111 Threshold Montage Concept, Defining ‘space’ 

fig.112 Light Intervention Concept, Hidden Source

fig.113 Tunnel Intervention Concept

fig.114 Tunnel Light Intervention Concept fig.115 Tunnel Light Intervention Concept Expanded
fig.116 Corner Light Study, Exploration
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EXPLORATION III
Memento Mori

During this phase of the research it became apparent to me that there should 
be a commitment to incorporating death in a stronger way within the design. 
The pilgrimage is focused on grief because of death, but until this point 
there was no direct connection to death. The initial idea was to include a 
funeral chapel/memorial space within the design. This has developed into the 
crematorium discussed throughout the document. 

The explorations from the previous section were expanded upon and developed 
into charrette models which captured a series of experiences. These were each 
aimed at a specific spatial typology [dwelling, journey, and wandering] and 
are presented as such. 
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fig.119 Crematorium Concept Section. Shown on fig.117 
Alten Reserve Site

fig.120 Concept Section, Light Sharing fig.121 Concept Sketch, Glazing Space

fig.122 Lighting Concept, Bathroom / Changing

fig.123 Concept Sketch, Atrium

fig.124 Concept Sketch, Atrium + Light Sharing

fig.125 Concept Sketch, Into Atrium Through Arrival Hall



DWELLING
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fig.133 Stacked Model Study fig.134 Closed/Open/Closed Model Study

fig.135 Vertical Space Dwelling Study fig.136 Space Marking Dwelling Study fig.137 Corner Light Study, Exploration fig.138 Object Marking Light Study

CRITICAL REFLECTION II
This critique introduced the addition of a crematorium to the 
reviewers. While this was met with some initial concerns, these largely 
centred around the urban location and the practicality of a furnace 
in such a location. These are easily resolved with modern cremator 
equipment which burn more efficiently than before and the lack of a 
cremation stack in most modern crematoria. 

The spatial model studies [pages 71 – 73] were met with approval 
and interest in the next stage. However, the reviewers noted a lack 
of materiality other than concrete which should be explored further. 

The final consideration was the choice to place the crematorium 
above ground. It was felt there was a ‘missed’ opportunity to go 
back within the tunnels and cement the link to the pilgrimage. I do 
believe this is the correct move, but it will mean supplementing some 
light interventions with artificial lights at times due to the lighting 
requirements of the program.      
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fig.127 Plan, Round Chapel

fig.128 Section, Round Chapel fig.129 Perspective, Round Chapel

fig.130 Lighting Detail, Sketch
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fig.132 Lighting Detail Perspective

GRIEF STAGES:

Shock
Denial

Depression

SPATIAL TYPE:

Closed
Stacked
Vertical

SPATIAL TYPOLOGY:

 Closed   Open  Closed
 Open   Closed  Closed
 Closed   Closed  Closed



WANDERINGJOURNEY
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fig.148 Repetition Model Study fig.149 Threshold (approaching) Model 
Study

fig.150 Wandering Space Model Study

fig.151 Corner Light Study Model Exploration 
[above] based on fig.73 on page 66

fig.152 Corner Light Study 
[below] based on fig.105 on page 
73 
 

fig.153 Wandering Study  
 + Concept Sketch

fig.139 Journey Light 
Intervention Sketch
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fig.141 Journey Light Intervention Model II

fig.142 Leading Light Study fig.143 Wandering Space Model Study

fig.144 Journey Model

fig.145 Journey, Threshold 
Model

fig.146 Closed / Open / Closed Model fig.147 Threshold (leaving) Model Study

GRIEF STAGES:

Bargaining
Acceptance

SPATIAL TYPE:

Open
Shared

Repeated

SPATIAL TYPOLOGY:

 Open   Open  Open
 Open   Open  Closed
 Closed   Closed  Open
 Closed  Open Open

GRIEF STAGES:

Anger
Guilt

SPATIAL TYPE:

Engaged
Montage

Horizontal

SPATIAL TYPOLOGY:

 Open   Closed Open
 Closed   Open  Closed
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THE DELUGE

Gustave Doré. The Holy Bible: Containing 
the Old and New Testiments, According to the 
Authorised Version. With Illusrations by Gustave 
Doré. (Cassell / Company, Limited: London, 
Paris & Melbourne)

Illustration.
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The Albert Park and Alten Reserve Tunnel complex is located in the heart of Auckland 
City. These are the only tunnels built exclusively for civilian air raid protection in 
New Zealand1 and have an important place in New Zealand’s World War Two history. 
Through researching the way society has imbued death and grieving into its fabric, 
it became clear that a site for this project should be within the city limits in order 
to restore the Memento Mori once held. The tunnel complex is deeply entrenched, 
quite literally, in the heart of the city and has been promoted as a potential inner 
city pedestrian path. The complex’s connection to the city, its people, and the war 
mean that is a site well suited to the philosophical background to this project. The 
underground physicality of the complex then provides a framework to explore the  
lighting challenges and merits of starting with a site, which quite literally, requires the 
light to hollow out the darkness, “as if the light were a new mass seeping in.”2 

1  ‘List of Tunnels in New Zealand’. The Grid - Find Anything in New Zealand (blog), 17 February 
2014. http://thegrid.co.nz/list-of-tunnels-in-new-zealand/.

2  Peter Zumthor, Atmospheres: Architectural Environments - Surrounding Objects. Basel: Birkhäuser, 
2006, 58.

SITE AND HISTORY[INTRODUCTION]

The Albert Park site sits on Ranipuke’s volcanic cone. The visible volcanic remains 
were quarried away to allow for development.3 Originally it was developed into an old 
colonial defence post and military base;4 the early colonists feared an attack by the local 
Maori Iwi and kept the base operational until 1880, though no attack ever came.5 The 
site was then turned over to the Auckland Council who began landscaping the site into 
a park and garden for the public. During the handover process the council legislated 
the land be classified as ‘unalienable’.6 This resulted in the Albert Park site remaining 
intact and within public hands until present day.    

WORLD WAR II [HISTORY]

In 1939 New Zealand and the allied forces joined the war against Germany. However, it 
wasn’t until the bombing of Pearl Harbour at the end of 1941 that the fear of a Japanese 
Blitz style bombing in Auckland became palpable. Two weeks following the harbour 
attack John J. Booths and S. Irwin Crookes Jr where issued orders to investigate air 
raid protection for inner city civilians.7 Initially this was designed for 15, 000 people, 
but within the first year this was increased to 20, 000,8 to try to accommodate more 
of the population. This was only ⅓ of the inner city population at the time but was 
part of a wider scheme which could shelter 58,000 of the 70,000 inner city residents.9 

3  Auckland University. ‘Auckland’s Extraordinary Place of Learning, Knowledge, and Energy’. The 
Learning Quarter Plan 2009, 2009, pg 28.

4  Elizabeth Aitken-Rose, Tourism Auckland New Zealand (Firm), Institution of Professional Engineers 
New Zealand, and Auckland Heritage Engineering Committee. Heritage Walks: The Engineering 
Heritage of Auckland. Auckland, N.Z.: Tourism Auckland, 2006. 

5  Aitken-Rose et al., Heritage Walks.
6  ‘Auckland Improvement Trust Act 1971 No 9 (as at 12 November 2018), Local Act 4 Albert 

Park – New Zealand Legislation’. Accessed 23 May 2019. http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/
local/1971/0009/latest/DLM68785.html.

7  Letter, City Engineer to District Engineer - Public Works Department. ‘Consulting Fees - Albert 
Park Tunnel Shelters.’, 13 November 1942. Box 625, Record 42-109. ACC 219 Work Department 
Classified Subject Fields 1912-1992..

8  Letter, City Engineer to District Engineer - Public Works Department. 1942
9  Nancy M. Taylor, and Department of Internal Affairs. Historical Publications Branch, eds. Official 

History of New Zealand in the Second World War, 1939 - 45. [2] [3] 1: The New Zealand People at 
War The Home Front [...]. 0-477-01360-0. Wellington: Ward, 1986. 511.

PRE WORLD WAR II [HISTORY]

SITE

fig.155 Main Tunnel Entrance, Alten Reserve

fig.154 
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The tunnels were designed by James Tyler, the Auckland city Engineer.10 Progress on 
the tunnels complex was swift. Work commenced in april 1942 and by the end of 
september the tunnelling process was complete11. Due to the era and funding almost 
all the tunneling was done by hand; by all reports this was carried out by less than 100 
men.12 The official opening was held in October, 1942 by the Mayor of the city John 
Allum. At this time there was a network of tunnels that stretched for over 3.5km. The 
tunnel complex contained sleeping facilities, lavatories, first aid posts, and blast baffles 
– all of which were ventilated and accessible through nine entrances at the outskirts 
of Albert and Alten Parks. 

It may have been due to their quick construction or by the untreated timber13 lining 
of the tunnel walls, but by 1943 parts of the tunnel framing was beginning to fail.14 
Early the following year the entirety of Albert was re-grassed [open air trenches had 
been dug along its surface as a further part of the war effort].15 So when the war was 
declared over in 1945, and the tunnels had served their necessity - though they had 
not been used - the decision was made to close the tunnels to the public. 

CLOSURE TO PRESENT [HISTORY]

It was soon after the public closure of the tunnels, due to their structural instability, 
that the decision was made to fill the tunnels to prevent collapse. Clay bricks, unfired 
and still wet in some cases16, were used by fifteen men over the course of a year. In the 
autumn of 1946 the entrances were sealed and some were buried marking the end of 
the tunnel complex’s use. 

As recently as the 1960s people discussed re-opening the main tunnel between Beach 
Road and Kitchener Street.17 The main tunnel would be reopened to allow foot traffic 

10  Taylor, Official History of New Zealand, 511.
11  Letter, City Engineer to District Engineer - Public Works Department. 1942
12  Aitken-Rose, Heritage Walks: The Engineering Heritage of Auckland. 
13  Scott Pilkington, ‘Heritage Values of the Albert Park Air Raid Shelters’. Archaeology in New 

Zealand 51, no. 2 (June 2008): 106–17, 112.
14  Taylor, Official History of New Zealand, 573.
15  Taylor, 573.
16  Pilkington, ‘Heritage Values of the Albert Park Air Raid Shelter’, 107.
17  Pilkington, 107.

to easily cut through to the inner city instead of climbing the Albert Park hill. It 
was discussed in newspapers at the time but legally the tunnels were protected until 
the following decade where the Auckland Improvement Trust Act 1971 allowed for 
exploration and development of the complex for historic or tourist related use.18 This 
guiding legislation remains active today and has been the fundamental in keeping the 
dream of a public access tunnel alive.

In 2005 the tunnel complex was once again in the public eye with a series of soil 
subsidences within Albert Park. These were due to water erosion primarily occurring 
where the old air vents were located.19 This prompted investigation into the buried 
structures, resulting in the Auckland council stating in 2007, ““it is impossible to say 
if any of these original historic features remain, but I seriously doubt whether untreated 
timber and fabric will have survived to any degree”.20 However, the actuality of this 
hypothesis is largely unproven due to high carbon dioxide levels within the complex 
which prevent exploration without proper equipment and conflicting reports from 
the few who have attempted entry.21 There is also some discussion over the extend 
of brickwork backfilling the tunnels suggesting a complete fill may not have been 
achieved. Even if this is the case over 8 million clay bricks were used - making reopening 
the tunnel no easy feat.

For the past few years two names are most often associated with the tunnels; Bill Ried 
and Mark Howarth. These two men have been campaigning to reopen the main tunnel 
as a museum-walkway-tourist attraction. These efforts have been largely fuelled through 
social media and local press with the council taking no specific steps to examine or 
investigate reopening the tunnels. Ried and Howarth have met with Auckland Tourism, 
Events and Economic Development [ATEED] several times within the past few years 
resulting in a series of news articles every two years or so which discuss the tunnels 
prospects though no further news has arisen. 
 

18  Auckland Improvement Trust Act 1921. (4)1A
19  Pilkington, ‘Heritage Values of the Albert Park Air Raid Shelters’, 113.
20  Pilkington, ‘Heritage Values of the Albert Park Air Raid Shelters’, 112.
21  Pilkington, 112.

fig.156 Satellite of Albert Park, Auckland University, and Alten Reserve
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fig.158 Plan of Tunnels combined with Geographical Data.  
[Plan Section at 20m Down]
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fig.157 Section Through Alten Reserve  
[Tunnel 4]
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fig.157 Section Through Alten Reserve  
[Tunnel 4]
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After their closure and back filling the tunnel complex has remained largely undisturbed. 
While this presents a task unto itself of clearing the tunnels for utilization, it also 
provides a literal mountain of raw material now inturned within the site. The clay 
used to fill the tunnels was provided by Crum Brick [later titled Amalgamated Brick 
and Pipe Company / Crown Lynn Potteries] based in New Lynn.1 While most records 
attribute all the clay to this site there is a fair portion of evidence to suggest some of 
the clay came from the Pt Chevalier quarry.2 The clay is a light yellow / yellow ochre 
in colour and similar to the clay found on Building 1 at Unitec [fig.160]. 

A few years prior to the time of the tunnel complex, the Crum Brick Co. was able to 
produce 100,000 wet bricks per day – but stack and dry somewhat less.3 This variance 
between firing and production of clay bricks could explain the lack of all fired bricks 
within the tunnels but the presence of some.4

THE MATERIAL

The driving force behind the 
discussion of the tunnels within 
the media is the plan to reopen 
the no. 8 Main Tunnel and allow 
access between Victoria street and 
Beach Road. By most accounts this 
tunnel is completely filled along its 
length in  a rough stacked way and 
all the wood has either rotted or is 
unsalvageable. 
[fig.159 and fig.161]

1  ‘Timespanner: Albert Crum’s New Zealand Brick, Tile & Pottery Company in New Lynn (1905-
1929)’, accessed 2 August 2019, https://timespanner.blogspot.com/2011/01/albert-crums-new-
zealand-brick-tile.html.

2  ‘Timespanner: Tunnelling under Albert Park’, accessed 2 August 2019, https://timespanner.blogspot.
com/2011/12/tunnelling-under-albert-park.html.

3  ‘Timespanner: Albert Crum’s New Zealand Brick, Tile & Pottery Company in New Lynn (1905-
1929)’

4  Scott Pilkington, ‘Heritage Values of the Albert Park Air Raid Shelters’. Archaeology in New Zealand 
51, no. 2 (June 2008): 106–17, 107. 89

CONTEXT

Therefore for No. 8 Main Tunnel:

150 bricks x 660m tunnel  / per 260mm 
   ( 660000/260 = 2538 slices)   
=380,700 bricks 

Each brick is equal to   
0.007436m3  x  380,700 bricks 
= 2830m3 of clay (within the main tunnel alone)
  
8.8 million bricks through the entire site is therefore equal to 65,436.8m3 of clay.
[That is just over 26 olympic size swimming pools of raw, workable clay.]

The question then becomes, not what material should drive this project; but rather how 
best to utilize the material already present? 

 PROCESS

Clay brick and clay as a building material is one of the oldest, and most enduring 
elements of construction. This process has been updated to reflect modern demands 
and production techniques, but the antiquated methods are still used in rural parts 
of the world in a highly successful way. The endurance of this material is due to its 
simplicity and durability. At its most basic, the material is formed and shaped – then 
heated/dried until it hardens. Simple, practical, and elemental.

To use clay as a building material each brick needs to be heated to above 900°C in order 
to vitrify the brick.6 Anything less than this results in a hard brick which is vulnerable 
to wind and rain. Bricks need to be heated and maintained at above 900°C for 12 - 24 
hours dependant on clay type, brick size, and fuel.7 

6  Anne Beamish and Will Donovan, Village-Level Brickmaking: A Publication of Deutsches Zentrum 
Für Entwicklungstechnologien - GATE in Deutsche Gesellschaft Für Technische Zusammenarbeit 
(GTZ) GmbH, Aus Der Arbeit von Gate (Braunschweig: Vieweg, 1989), 69.

7  Beamish and Donovan, Village-Level Brickmaking, 69.
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These bricks measure 260x260x110mm,5 wider and flatter than the typical brick we 
are used to seeing. A scale approximation of the bricks stacking [fig.161] suggests 
144 bricks for every 260mm portion of the tunnel; an even 150 to cover variances 
in stacking and moulding. 

5  ‘Albert Park Excursion’, accessed 2 August 2019, http://paulbourke.net/fun/albert/journey.html.

fig.164 Raw Clay [unrefined] fig.165 Clay Bricks [pre-firing]

Adobe Bricks removed from  Tunnel Complex

Damaged Adobe Brick 

Broken Down

Stable Adobe Brick  

Kiln Fired

+ Water + Fire
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Clay bricks can be produced in a number of ways but the most common in modern 
times is a continuous kiln or tunnel kiln. These are all similar in design where a long 
tunnel is filled with bricks and heated to the desired temperature. The difference is 
the continuous kiln has its bricks laid on a conveyor belt and moved through the kiln, 
where as a tunnel kiln is stationary. This makes the continuous kiln more efficient as 
it maintains a consistent temperature and can use waste heat to pre-dry bricks before 
they enter the kiln itself. [fig.167]

Continuous kilns are usually positioned in two parallel tunnels between 50 - 150m.8 
A tunnel of this nature can usually fire 100,000 bricks per session.9 Looking at the 
layout of the tunnel complex and above ground sites there is an opportunity to use 
the Southern end to the tunnels under Constitution Hill to develop a continuous kiln 
able to process the material from within the tunnel [fig.168]. The two minor tunnels 
[no.8 and no.9] both extend ~100m under the park site before intersecting with the 
road above. They are parallel, pre-existing, and allow easy access to the main tunnel 
without disrupting the main Albert Park grounds. There is also a carpark located across 
the road which can be used as an extension of the site area. 

Once cleared and used the continuous kiln can become the main intervention for the 
pilgrimage of grief or serve as the basement level for the crematorium which required 
multiple levels for its air intake and cremation spaces.  

8  Beamish and Donovan, Village-Level Brickmaking, 69.
9  Ritchie, T. “A History of the Tunnel Kiln and Other Kilns for Burning Bricks.” Bulletin of the 

Association for Preservation Technology 12, no. 3 (1980): 47-61. doi:10.2307/1493782.
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Sorted Clay

Brick

Stage 1:
 
Existing minor tunnels [no.9 and no.8], 
Alten reserve entrance, can be excavated 
and the clay stored at the car park site. 
 
This site becomes an adobe brick processing 
site where clay can be sorted and stored, ready 
to be fired.  

Stage 2:

The two minor tunnels [no. 8 and no. 9] are 
opened through until the first connecting 
tunnel. This creates a working space to setup 
the continuous kiln system. 

Structurally the new space will require 
reinforcing and a height increase to allow for 
the machinery and cooling system. This can 
be done with little to no impact to the main 
tunnel and beginning to prepare the bricks 
to later be used to reinforce the main tunnel.    

Stage 3:

The kiln can be set up and start functioning. 

Raw clay can be taken from the main tunnel 
and stacked into the kiln. Already complete 
bricks can be used to stabilise the structure 
as well as creating the foundations of the 
crematorium space.
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fig.167 Continuous Kiln Diagram
Carpark Site

Raw Clay

Open

fig.168 Tunnel Kiln Stages

Dried Green Bricks
Green Bricks

Fuel Intake

Brick Flow

Cool Air Flow

(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)

(2)

(1.1)

(2)

(3.1)

(3.2)

KILN DRYER

(1.2)

(1.3)

Finished Bricks

Stack to Surface

Hot Air Flow

(3.3)

Pre Heating Zone

Firing Zone

Cooling Zone

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(4.1)

(4.2)

Cold Air

Hot Air
(4.3) Warm Air (4.1)

(4.2) (4.3)

*The bricks move slowly through the 
continuous kiln for up to 72 hours. 
The continuous system recycles the 
hot air from the kiln and utilizes it in 
the pre-drying process which in turn 
speeds up the firing.
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In Ancient Greek mythology, like in many other mythologies around the world, the 
creation of man is linked to clay and the earth. Prometheus is the greek Titan who 
shaped man, but is also the giver of life through fire. In the myth Prometheus stole 
fire from Zeus as a gift to his creation, man, in order to advance their cities. For 
this he is bound to the earth and tortured everyday by eagles – the symbol of Zeus. 
Through this tale Prometheus has become the symbol of scientific discovery, creative 
thinking, and the champion of man. Like Adam and Eve he is punished for the 
gift of knowledge. This trope, according to Oswald Spengler, stems from the loss of 
innocence; the knowledge of death.

The program as it stands considers a ritual of grief and a ritual of death; but there 
is no ritual of creation. The urn containing the deceased’s ashes represents an act of 
memory, an incredibly important step within memorialisation and grieving, but this 
does not mark the end of the ritual. In fact most families engage with a close-knit 
ritual surrounding the urns. Usually an interment of sorts, a sudo-shrine on a mantle, 
or a scattering of the ashes. Justin Crowe, an artist from Santa Fe recalls his own 
experience with the death of his grandfather, “He died in his home, and I watched 
that whole process. There was something about experiencing a death and confronting 
this idea of mortality in a domestic space. I wanted to try to recreate that feeling”.1 
This is reminiscent of the phrase memento mori, and its implications of bringing death 
back into the view of daily life. “I wanted to coat something you would use on a daily 
basis,” Crowe continues, “that would symbolize mortality so you could confront that 
everyday but on this really mundane level, possibly to kind of normalize this idea”.2 
Crowe’s solution was to create a pottery fused with his grandfather’s ashes. 

Crowe has gone on to open a business which 
transforms ashes into ceramic ware as an 
alternative and/or addition to traditional 
urns. In this way there is an opportunity to 
combine the rituals with a ritual of pottery 
creation which also engages with the clay 

1   Gabe Bergado, ‘Pondering What to Do With 
Cremated Human Remains? Turn the Ash Into 
a Coffee Mug | Inverse’, accessed 15 August 
2019, https://www.inverse.com/article/22799-
cremated-human-remains-ash-pottery-
alternative-burial.

2  Gabe Bergado, ‘Pondering What to Do With 
Cremated Human Remains?’

within the tunnels. I call this ‘Ritual Prometheus’, the combination of life, death, and 
creation; fire and clay. This can be done by mixing the clay with ashes or, more simply, 
creating an ash glaze which can be applied to premade pottery. 
 

This process is tactile and extremely visceral. It requires direct engagement with the 
grief and memory however, it does not require all of the remains so it can be done 
multiple times or as part of a divided remains. I end with Crowe’s words on this process 
as they capture the evocation I hope to engage;
 
“Throughout this project, I’ve realized that when we experience someone dying, we’re 
not just losing that person. We’re also staring at a reflection of our own eventual demise. 
For me that was a profound experience”.3 

3  Gabe Bergado, ‘Pondering What to Do With Cremated Human Remains?’

fig.169 Example of Cremation Ash Pottery fig.170 Cremation Pottery and Urn packaged

RITUAL PROMETHEUS
LIFE, DEATH, CLAY, AND CREATION

fig.171 Ritual of Elements

CREMATORIUM
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The program for the design response is now split into two portions; the pilgrimage of 
grief, and the crematorium. The latter serves as a direct response to the death ritual 
and the need to recognise its effect on society while the former is abstract although 
pivotal in my own research and architectural response techniques.

PILGRIMAGE OF GRIEF

The pilgrimage has been distilled into the Northern section of the tunnels around 
Tunnel 7. This section of the park has the least public ‘features’ – such as the fountain 
– and therefore will cause the least impact to the existing park site. Furthermore, 
because of the extension of the park across Bowen Ave there is a greater area of open 
space to allow the light to penetrate. This will never be altered as the park is park of the 
unalienable section of land.1 In this section a series of light interventions will breach 
the surface and create unobtrusive public sculptures/structures which carry the light 
down into the tunnels below. 

The pilgrimage will be laid out according to the typologies discussed in the previous 
sections to create a series of closed and open events. These spatial typologies will create 
evocations reminiscent of the grief journey. 

Tunnel 6 will serve as a pseudo columbarium wall, chthonic in nature. This has 
been chosen for its link to Tunnel 5, for easy general public use, and its connection 
to the pilgrimage space to the north. It represents the end of the journey from the 
crematorium to the East and mirrors the path of the setting sun [East to West].  

1 ‘Auckland Improvement Trust Act 1971 No 9 (as at 12 November 2018), Local Act 4 Albert 
Park – New Zealand Legislation’. Accessed 23 May 2019. http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/
local/1971/0009/latest/DLM68785.html.
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fig.173 Map of Pilgrimage of Grief Area fig.174 Suggested Main Light Interventions

The highlighted areas [fig.174] show the planned main light interventions. These 
follow the path layout and are the 5 main event spaces. The remaining areas can be 
filled in where fit to create the journey between each even. 

The corner between Tunnel 5 and 7 is directly below one of the dwellings located on 
the Albert Park site. This moment will need to be artificially lit and will be the only 
completely artificially lit moment on the pilgrimage of grief. The rest of the moments 
have access to the surface in a suitable way.

Columbarium

fig.175 Summer and Winter Light Penetration, Section

fig.176 Example Concept Sketch, Section
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fig.174 Suggested Main Light Interventions

The highlighted areas [fig.174] show the planned main light interventions. These 
follow the path layout and are the 5 main event spaces. The remaining areas can be 
filled in where fit to create the journey between each even. 

The corner between Tunnel 5 and 7 is directly below one of the dwellings located on 
the Albert Park site. This moment will need to be artificially lit and will be the only 
completely artificially lit moment on the pilgrimage of grief. The rest of the moments 
have access to the surface in a suitable way.

Columbarium

fig.175 Summer and Winter Light Penetration, Section

fig.176 Example Concept Sketch, Section
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CREMATORIUM

Currently within Auckland City there is a perimeter of sorts which serves as a boundary 
for all crematoria. This is ~10km from the CBD and reflects the modern stigma 
surrounding death within our society. There is an opportunity to bring a sense of 
memento mori back into Auckland right at the heart of this void.
 
The program of the new proposed crematorium is relatively simple and utilitarian. It 
can be broken into two main elements; public space for the mourners/pilgrims, and 
private/functional spaces for the staff and the definition use. This crematorium goes 
further to include one further function: the ritual ceramic process. Most of this occurs 
within the public space, but it also creates further private functions such as storage 
and a kiln space. 

By placing the crematorium in the heart of the city there are immediately some 
connotations to avoid. The stack [chimney] becomes the symbol of negative crematoria 
associations. As seen in the crematorium precedent there is no need for a towering 
stack when using modern cremators. In fact there are a few examples within New 
Zealand of local crematoriums which appear to fit within  the suburban fabric. The 
tunnel site further provides assistance by allowing a subterranean stack to extend the 
required height before breaching the surface. Emissions from this stack are governed 
by local government and fall under an exception to the RMA. 

There are also considerations beyond the internal program to consider. The paths 
of entry and arrival, including;  parking, hearse access, and general services such as 
catering. These are important parts of the functionality of the funeral process but often 
hidden from the ritual itself.  

fig.177 Crematoria in and around Auckland City 
[above]

fig.180 Program Diagram, Upper Level

fig.181 Program Diagram, Lower Level 
[below]

PUBLIC  
SPACE NOTES PRIVATE  

SPACE NOTES

Funerial Chapel 120 People  Furnace Hall
Minimum of 65m2 

double height space1 
*must reach surface

Memorial Chapel 20 People Air Intake Double height space  
*must reach surface

Atrium Open to surface Control 
Room

Adjacent to Furnace 
Hall

Arrival Hall  Threshold to 
underground Morgue

Fortnightly rotation x  
2 burns per day  
= Minimum 15 person

Pottery Display Storage Embalmning 
Room

Include table + wet 
floor + wash space

Pottery Studio Workspace + wet floor WC + Shower Minimum of 2 fully 
functioning

Drying Room Ventilated storage Office / 
Records Generic

Glazing Room Peak Dwelling Moment 
wet floor + wash space Urn Storage Minimum of 50 urns 

[28 collection policy]2

WC + Changing/
Washing Room

General WC, changing 
room for Pottery Studio Pre-Kiln Ventilated storage

Pottery/Urn 
Collection

Space to ‘present’ items 
before collection Kiln Heat considerations

Reception 2 person desk Post-Kiln Storage

Garden Open to surface Staff Room Generic

Canteen Hall Catering for 150 people Staff Kitchen Generic

Kitchen Industrial 
[for catering services] Loading Bay Hearse accessible

1 ‘FAQ Cremation Frequently Asked Questions Cremation Equipment’, DFW Europe, https://dfweurope.com/faq/
2 Auckland Council, ‘How Cremation Works’, Auckland Council, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/cemeteries/cremation/Pages/

how-cremation-works.aspxcremation%2fPages%2fhow-cremation-works.aspx.

fig.179 Section Diagram, 
Furnace + Air Intake 
[left]

fig.178 Section Diagram, 
Furnace Hall + Stack 
[right]
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CRIME OR MIRACLE: 
A COMPLETE MAN

Ernst, Max. The Hundred Headless Woman (La 
Femme 100 Têtes). Translated by Dorothea 
Tanning. 1st American ed. New York: G. 
Braziller, 1981.

Illustration.

fig.182 

This project set out to investigate daylight and its impact on evocative atmosphere. 
From early on the notion of ‘dwelling’ was present in the research material but my 
understanding of what it meant to dwell has evolved. This was heavily driven by 
the phenomenological aspects of the research and their implications to spatial 
considerations. By partnering this with a study of death within architecture and 
mortality it forced me to move away from the traditional considerations of dwelling 
and turn to less common, more abstract, ideas. This resulted in the crematorium design 
outcome — not part of the initial plan — but a logical conclusion to the developing 
research of ritual, the presence of death in daily life, and experiential architecture.   

The thesis of this research was; how can daylight influence spaces to evoke emotional 
response(s) from users? This developed into the research question [page 14] as I first 
explored phenomenological literature. From this early stage it was clear I wanted 
to move away from architectural lighting/daylighting and assess the atmospheric, 
emotional qualities of spaces. The Kübler-Ross grief model was one of a few design 
drivers considered early in the process, but it was after reading the Decline of the West 
where this became cemented as the final driver. In particular the association with the 
loss of innocence to the recognition of one’s own mortality.

During the investigation the project felt intangible in various ways. It’s because of 
this I drifted towards the surface repeatedly during the concept iterations. There is a 
familiarity and comfort felt working in the traditional architectural plane. However, 
the forced subterranean nature of this project was critical to my consideration of the 
use of light. It re-framed the question from why not allow light to enter to why allow 
the light to enter? This gives weight to every use of light which enters the tunnels.

The typologies of space [fig.19 on page 38] were the unexpected but fundamental 
findings of this research. Dan Vogel’s types of narrative are a useful descriptor to my 

own journey of writing this document. There was a definite ‘wandering’ at first which 
ended once those ideas of spatial typologies became cemented in my mind. It changed 
my interpretation of ‘dwelling’ as lingering, and refined it to a deeper, experiential act 
based on past journey. These three part ‘narratives’ and ‘rituals’ were what guided the 
research from that point forward. 

The choice to include the clay making and glazing with the crematorium program is 
based on a personal experience with ashes and remembrance. My late grandmother 
passed away in South Africa which lead to a Skype based funeral for myself and my 
family. We later traveled to South Africa for the year anniversary where we buried the 
ashes under an oak tree. I think this small ritual was most important to my mother, 
however I can’t help but think she would’ve appreciated a memento of some kind.      

A crematorium and journey space were not the outcomes I anticipated, but I think 
they are fitting for the site and research. The crematorium program allows for evocative, 
revenant space while still remaining secular and open to interpretation. The tunnels 
gave these programs a location, but also a form language. Supplementing the daylight 
with artificial light became a necessary requirement, partly due to the depth, and partly 
due to the surface existing structures. In this sense I was unable to reach the goal of 
daylight exclusivity, but I don’t feel this diminishes the outcome nor would have been 
a removable aim from the design process. 

Beyond this study I would like to take these typologies of space further and examine 
them on the surface and in other conditions to see how this alters the outcome. I can 
see a range of test and studies which would look at each variable; the amount, direction, 
or type of light; the change between vertical and horizontal space; the scale of each 
space; etc. This was too in depth and heading away from the original research question 
so not relevant to this project, but still of interest. 

CONCLUSION
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CREMATORIUM

fig.184 Crematoria External Render 
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MAIN LEVEL KEY

 1 Arrival Hall
 2 Gathering
 3 Atrium
 4 Urn Collection
 5 Memorial
 7 Office
 8 Meeting Space
 9 Air Accumulator

1:200
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LOWER LEVEL KEY

 1 Morgue 
 2 Embalming
 3 Furnace Hall
 4 Control Room
 5 Memorial Wall
 6 Staff

1
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112 113This page has deliberately been left blank.fig.191 Crematorium Internal Atrium Render
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fig.192 Long Section [West–East]
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PILGRIMAGE OF GRIEF

PREFACE

For the following architectural interpretations there is a companion collage 
in the style of Max Ernst; similar to the chapter pages in this document. 
Each of these is comprised of Ernst’s own collage elements which were 
re-collaged into the artworks ahead based on the imagery and symbolism 
found in Kuber-Ross’ On Death and Dying. 
As with the chapter titles I hope these images provide insight to each stage 
– or at the very least; tonal value.
 
 

 
The image to the right and on the adjacent page are to briefly illustrate 
the connection between the initial sketchwork and the final architectural 
spaces. While these may not appear connected they were key along this 
inductive process.  

fig.193 Concept Sketch fig.194 Internal Render – Depression
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Pilgrimage Key

 I  Denial | Isolation
 II  Anger
 III  Bargaining
 IV  Depression
V  Acceptance

III
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IV
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I
DENIAL

fig.196 Collage I – Denial
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fig.197 Section I + V – Denial + Acceptance
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V
ACCEPTANCE

fig.198 Collage V – Acceptance
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II
ANGER

fig.199 Collage II – Anger
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fig.200 Section II – Anger
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III
BARGAINING

fig.201 Collage III – Bargaining
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fig.202 Section III – Bargaining
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IV
DEPRESSION

fig.203 Collage IV – Depression
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fig.204 Section IV – Depression
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STUDENT DESIGN AWARDS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

In On Death and Dying by Elisabeth Küber-Ross, the journey one 
experiences when grieving is seen as a shifting between a series of stages. 
In this project this wandering – a ‘pilgrimage of grief ’ – takes place 
through the tunnels beneath Auckland’s Albert Park.
Here, deep in the earth, light becomes poignant and is only present 
wherepermitted. The project aims to use the permitted daylight to evoke 
an understanding of grief through architecture based on exploring the 
participants, their rituals, and the context in which the design will be 
used.
An inner-city crematorium linked to the pilgrimage of grief provides a 
chthonic conclusion to the investigation. Thecombination of earth, light 
and fire, and death results in an opportunity Promethean in nature and 
rich with ritual narrative.

“This is an ambitious investigation and literal exploration of a subject 
modern Western society tries to ignore. Wesley takes us into the 
Underworld, specifically, the World War Two tunnels under Auckland’s 
Albert Park. Using as his guide Elisapeth Kubler-Ross’s book On Death 
and Dying, Wesley seeks to find architectural expression for the stages of 
grief. The project is atmospheric and provocative; it posits a journey that 
may be hard but might be liberating.”

PROJECT CITATION

Finalist in the 2019 NZIA Resene Student Design Awards

fig.205 SDA Presentation fig.206 SDA Presentation Setup
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Photograph by Gili Merin, from ArchDaily, “AD Classics: Ronchamp / Le 
Corbusier”, accessed 12 July 2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/84988/ad-classics-ronchamp-le-corbusier 

fig.53 Arrival Before Entry. Exterior Chapel 
Photograph by Carla Maher, from The Wood House, “The Chapel at 
Ronchamp”, accessed 12 July 2019. 
https://www.thewoodhouseny.com/journal/2018/6/20/the-chapel-at-ronchamp

fig.54 Arrival Within. Grand Chapel (4). Pilgrimage Complete 
Photograph by Carla Maher, “South Chapel Altar”, from The Wood House, 
“The Chapel at Ronchamp”, accessed 12 July 2019. 
https://www.thewoodhouseny.com/journal/2018/6/20/the-chapel-at-ronchamp 

fig.55 Bourlémont Hill, Site Plan 
“Site Plan” in Danièle Pauly, Le Corbusier. the Chapel at Ronchamp, Basel/
Berlin/Boston: Walter de, 2008, 7 

fig.56 Branching Columns with Trickling Light, San Giovanni Battista 
Photograph by Filippo Poli, “Autosole Church”, from Thema, “Church of the 
Highway, Giovanni Michelucci”, July 2015. 
https://www.themaprogetto.it/chiesa-dellautostrada-giovanni-michelucci-
fotoreportage-di-filippo-poli/

fig.57 Main Door from Nave Space, Notre Dame de Ronchamp 
Photograph by Carla Maher, “Minor South Chapel Entry Off of Nave”, from 
The Wood House, “The Chapel at Ronchamp”, accessed 12 July 2019. 
https://www.thewoodhouseny.com/journal/2018/6/20/the-chapel-at-ronchamp 

fig.58 New Crematorium, Exterior 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor

fig.59 Chapel Interior 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor 

fig.60 Site Plan 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor 

fig.61 Furnace Hall, Interior 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor 

fig.62 Public Entrance Exterior, North Corner 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor 

fig.63 Plan 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor 

fig.64 Atrium, (11) 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor

fig.65 Woodland Journey Sketch 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor 

fig.66 Chapel, Interior 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor

fig.67 Chapel, Section 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor 

fig.68 South East Elevation 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor 

fig.69 Section AA 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor 

fig.70 South West Elevation 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor 

fig.71 South West Section 
Photograph by Eric Hugoson, from ArchDaily , “The New Crematorium, The 
Woodland Cemetery / Johan Celsing Arkitektkontor”, accessed 22 September 
2019. 
https://www.archdaily.com/547748/the-new-crematorium-the-woodland-
cemetery-johan-celsing-arkitektkontor 

fig.72 Illustration by Gustave Doré, “Dante and Beatrice Gaze Upon The Highest 
Heaven, the Empyrean”, in Dante Alighieri, Dante’s Inferno - Plate XXXIV: 
Canto XXXI: The Empyrean. Translated by The Rev. Henry Francis Cary, 
Printed c. 1890 in America. 

fig.73 Corner Detail Concept 
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fig.74 Concept Section 
By Author 

fig.75 Spatial Study, Stairs 
By Author 

fig.76 Stairway Light Study 
By Author 

fig.77 Grief Journey Layout,  
Collage 
By Author
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fig.78 Concept Study 
By Author 

fig.79 Light Study, Shock 
By Author 

fig.80 Light Study, Denial 
By Author 

fig.81 Concept Study 
By Author 

fig.82 Concept Study, Form 
By Author 

fig.83 Section Concept 
By Author 

fig.84 Concept Tunnel Model 
Florist Foam 
By Author 

fig.85 Concept Spatial Model 
Florist Foam 
By Author 

fig.86 Concept Model 
Florist Foam 
By Author 

fig.87 Concept Study 
By Author 

fig.88 Concept Study, Light Well 
Florist Foam 
By Author 

fig.89 Concept Model, Entrance I 
Florist Foam 
By Author 

fig.90 Concept Model, Entrance II 
Florist Foam 
By Author 

fig.91 Concept Model, Entrance III 
Florist Foam 
By Author 

fig.92 Cross Section Drawing, (5) Acceptance  
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fig.93 Diagram of Journey  
By Author 

fig.94 Spatial Study, (4) Depression 
By Author 

fig.95 Cross Section Drawing  
By Author 

fig.96 Ground Level Perspective 
By Author 

fig.97 Spatial Model Study 
Florist Foam, String, Wood Dowel 
By Author 

fig.98 Plan 
By Author 

fig.99 Opening Concepts 
By Author 

fig.100 Ground Typologies 
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fig.101 Light Intervention, Concave vs Convex 
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fig.102 Light Intervention Study 
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fig.103 Arch Montage Concept 
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fig.104 Arch Montage Section 
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fig.105 Corner Detail Study 
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fig.106 Spatial Concept, Individual’s Chapel 
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fig.107 Spatial Concept, Based on Bowl Sundial 
By Author 

fig.108 Tunnel Intervention Concept Using No. 4 + 5 
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fig.109 Pilgrimage Concept 
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fig.110 Light Intervention Concept 
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fig.111 Threshold Montage Concept, Defining ‘space’ 
By Author 

fig.112 Light Intervention Concept, Hidden Source 
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fig.113 Tunnel Intervention Concept 
By Author 

fig.114 Tunnel Light Intervention Concept 
By Author 
 

fig.115 Tunnel Light Intervention Concept Expanded 
By Author 

fig.116 Corner Light Study, Exploration 
By Author 

fig.117 Crematorium Model 
Cardboard, Clay, Paper 
By Author 

fig.118 Cremaotiorum Model, Alten Reserve Site 
Cardboard, Clay, Paper 
By Author 

fig.119 Cremaotiorum Concept Section, Alten 
Reserve Site 
By Author 

fig.120 Concept Section, Light Sharing 
By Author 

fig.121 Concept Sketch, Glazing Space 
By Author 

fig.122 Lighting Concept, Bathroom / Changing 
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fig.123 Concept Sketch, Atrium 
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fig.124 Concept Sketch, Atrium + Light Sharing 
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fig.125 Concept Sketch, Into Atrium Through Arrival 
Hall 
By Author 

fig.126 Concept Light Intervention, Chapel  
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fig.127 Plan, Round Chapel 
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fig.128 Section, Round Chapel 
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fig.129 Perspective, Round Chapel 
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fig.130 Lighting Detail, Sketch 
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fig.131 Lighting Detail Model 
Florist Foam, Paper 
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fig.132 Lighting Detail Perspective 
Florist Foam 
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fig.133 Stacked Model Study 
Florist Foam 
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fig.134 Closed/Open/Closed Model Study 
Florist Foam 
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fig.135 Vertical Space Dwelling Study 
Florist Foam 
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fig.136 Space Marking Dwelling Study 
Florist Foam 
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fig.137 Corner Light Study, Exploration 
Florist Foam 
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fig.138 Object Marking Light Study 
Florist Foam 
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fig.139 Journey Light Intervention Sketch 
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fig.140 Journey Light Intervention Model I 
Florist Foam 
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fig.141 Journey Light Intervention Model II  
Florist Foam 
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fig.142 Leading Light Study 
Florist Foam 
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fig.143 Wandering Space Model Study 
Florist Foam 
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fig.144 Journey Model 
Florist Foam 
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fig.145 Journey, Threshold Model 
Florist Foam 
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fig.146 Closed / Open / Closed Model 
Florist Foam 
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fig.147 Threshold (leaving) Model Study 
Florist Foam 
By Author 

fig.148 Repetition Model Study 
Florist Foam 
By Author 

fig.149 Threshold (approaching) Model Study 
Florist Foam 
By Author 

fig.150 Wandering Space Model Study 
Florist Foam 
By Author 

fig.151 Corner Light Study Model Exploration 
Florist Foam 
By Author 

fig.152 Corner Light Study 
Florist Foam 
By Author

fig.153 Wandering Study + Concept Sketch 
Florist Foam 
By Author 

fig.154 Illustration by Gustave Doré, “Deluge” in, 
The Holy Bible: Containing the Old and New 
Testiments, According to the Authorised Version. 
With Illusrations by Gustave Doré. (Cassell 
/ Company, Limited: London, Paris & 
Melbourne) 

fig.155 Main Tunnel Entrance, Alten Reserve 
Photograph by Joen Dobree, “Air raid 
shelter; Albert Park Tunnel, Auckland”. 
From Pascoe, John Dobree, 1908-1972: 
Photographic albums, prints and negatives. 
Ref: PAColl-0783-2-0064. Alexander Turnbull 
Library, Wellington, New Zealand. 
https://natlib.govt.nz/records/23143495

fig.156 Satellite of Albert Park, Auckland University, 
and Alten Reserve 
Photograph by Google Maps, “Albert Park”, 
2017, 36°51’02.1”S 174°46’04.7”E, Scale 
1:2500, Google Maps [through GeoMaps – 
GIS Viewer for Auckland Council] 
https://goo.gl/maps/BzZ6uuwjDwTy3FUJ7 

fig.157 Section Through Alten Reserve [Tunnel 4] 
By Author 

fig.158 Plan of Tunnels combined with Geographical 
Data. [Plan Section at 20m Down] 
Satellite by Google Maps, “Albert Park”, 2017, 
36°51’02.1”S 174°46’04.7”E, Scale 1:2500, 
Google Maps [through GeoMaps – GIS Viewer 
for Auckland Council] 
https://goo.gl/maps/BzZ6uuwjDwTy3FUJ7 
Plan from Microfilm, Plans 7100-8999, 1872-
1993 AKC 033 City Engineers Works Plans 
Apeture Cards 1872-1993, 431434, Central-
ACL-LB-CS25-05

fig.159 Typical Clay Brick 
Photograph by Binary Brothers, from Paul 
Bourke, and Binary Brothers. ‘Exploration by 
the Intrepid Binary Brothers’. Paulbourke.net, 
20 April 1996.  
http://paulbourke.net/fun/albert/journey.html

fig.160 Unitec Bricks 
Photograph by from Unitec , “Success Stories”, 
accessed 29 September 2019. 
https://www.unitec.ac.nz/pacific/success-stories-0

fig.161 Approximate Stacking of Clay Bricks 
by Author

fig.162 Interior of Tunnel I  
Derelict NZ (@derelictnz). “Seen as the Albert 
Park tunnels have been back in the media again 
lately i’ll post a couple pics from inside. ...” 
Facebook, 21 July, 2017. 
https://www.facebook.com/derelictnz/
posts/1416657781715057150 151



fig.163 Interior of Tunnel II 
Derelict NZ (@derelictnz). “Seen as the Albert Park tunnels have been back 
in the media again lately i’ll post a couple pics from inside. ...” Facebook, 21 
July, 2017. 
https://www.facebook.com/derelictnz/posts/1416657781715057

fig.164 Raw Clay [unrefined] 
Photograph by Zebra1001, “Brown Clay Background”, from Dreamstime, 
accessed on 12 July 2019. 
https://es.dreamstime.com/foto-de-archivo-fondo-arcilloso-de-brown-
image93108240

fig.165 Clay Bricks [pre-firing] 
From “Ōtākaro Orchard: Adobe Brick Making Workshop”, ECO Canterbury, 
accessed 12 July 2019. 
https://ecocanterbury.org.nz/event/otakaro-orchard-adobe-brick-making-
workshop-2/

fig.166 Constitution Hill Tunnel Layout and Empty Lot 
By Author

fig.167 Continuous Kiln Diagram 
By Author

fig.168 Tunnel Kiln Stages 
Plan from Microfilm, Plans 7100-8999, 1872-1993 AKC 033 City Engineers 
Works Plans Apeture Cards 1872-1993, 431434, Central-ACL-LB-CS25-05

fig.169 Example of Cremation Ash Pottery 
Photograph by Claycraft, “Chawan #3, Undressed front side, underfired but 
lovely from the smaller woodkiln at East Creek”, from Flickr, 19 March 2010. 
https://flic.kr/p/7MjHGz

fig.170 Cremation Pottery and Urn packaged 
Photograph by Claycraft, “With a Natsume, Chashaku, in a Signed & 
Stamped Kiri Box”, from Flickr, 15 November 2009. 
https://flic.kr/p/7fUpFi

fig.171 Ritual of Elements 
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fig.172 Concept Sketch 
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fig.173 Map of Pilgrimage of Grief Area 
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fig.174 Suggested Main Light Interventions 
By Author 

fig.175 Summer and Winter Light Penetration, Section 
By Author

fig.176 Example Concept Sketch, Section 
By Author

fig.177 Crematoria in and around Auckland City [above] 
Imgage by Google Maps, “Crematorium Auckland”, Maps Search, accessed 
12 July 2019. 
https://www.google.co.nz/maps/search/crematorium+auckland/@-
36.8642998,174.7311953,12z/data=!3m1!4b1?hl=en&authuser=0

fig.178 Section Diagram, Furnace Hall + Stack [right] 
By Author

fig.179 Section Diagram, Furnace + Air Intake [left] 
By Author 

fig.180 Program Diagram, Upper Level 
By Author

fig.181 Program Diagram, Lower Level [below] 
By Author

fig.182 Crime or Miracle: a Complete Man. Max Ernst. The Hundred Headless 
Woman (La Femme 100 Têtes). Translated by Dorothea Tanning. 1st American 
ed. New York: G. Braziller, 1981.

fig.183 Prometheus, Max Ernst. The Hundred Headless Woman (La Femme 100 Têtes). 
Translated by Dorothea Tanning. 1st American ed. New York: G. Braziller, 
1981.

fig.184 Crematoria External Render  
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fig.185 Crematorium Main Floor
 By Author

fig.186 Crematorium Lower Floor
 By Author

fig.187 Crematorium Section I
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fig.188 Crematorium Section II 
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fig.189 Crematorium Section III 
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fig.190V Crematorium Section IV 
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fig.191 Crematorium Internal Atrium Render 
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fig.192 Long Section [West–East] 
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fig.193 Concept Sketch 
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fig.194 Internal Render – Depression 
By Author

fig.195 Pilgrimage of Grief Map 
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fig.196 Collage I – Denial 
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fig.197 Section I + V – Denial + Acceptance 
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fig.198 Collage V – Acceptance 
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fig.199 Collage II – Anger 
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fig.200 Section II – Anger 
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fig.201 Collage III – Bargaining 
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fig.202 Section III – Bargaining 
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fig.203 Collage IV – Depression 
By Author

fig.204 Section IV – Depression 
By Author 

fig.205 SDA Presentation 
Photo by David St George

fig.206 SDA Presentation Setup 
Photo by David St George

fig.207 Cow Tools, Gary Larson 
Cartoon by Gary Larson. From Daily Kos, “Cow Tools: Revisiting a Comic 
Masterpiece”, jimbo92107, 22 March 2008. 
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2008/3/21/481029/- 

fig.208 Plan of Albert Park Tunnels [including slope and dimensions], used to create 
3D models for final design and Model work. 
Plan from Microfilm, Plans 7100-8999, 1872-1993 AKC 033 City Engineers 
Works Plans Apeture Cards 1872-1993, 431434, Central-ACL-LB-CS25-05

fig.209 Letter to provide clearance to William Reid investigating Tunnel System 
Bradbourne G. J. , Director of Parks. ‘Investigation of Air-Raid Tunnel 
Shelters – Albert Park’, 29 April 1988. Auckland Council Archives, Box 625, 
Record 42-109, ACC 219 Work Department Classified Subject Fields 1912-
1992

fig.210 Plan of Blast Chamber, Typical 
Plan from Microfilm, Plans 7100-8999, 1872-1993 AKC 033 City Engineers 
Works Plans Apeture Cards 1872-1993, 431434, Central-ACL-LB-CS25-05 

fig.211 Plan of Alten Reserve Tunnel Section 
Plan from Microfilm, Plans 7100-8999, 1872-1993 AKC 033 City Engineers 
Works Plans Apeture Cards 1872-1993, 431434, Central-ACL-LB-CS25-05 

fig.212 Typical Section of Tunnels 
Plan from Microfilm, Plans 7100-8999, 1872-1993 AKC 033 City Engineers 
Works Plans Apeture Cards 1872-1993, 431434, Central-ACL-LB-CS25-05 

fig.213 The Legal Framework for Burial and Cremation in New Zealand – A First 
Principles Review. 12 - 13 
New Zealand Law Commission. ‘New Zealand Law Commission: IP34 The 
Legal Framework for Burial and Cremation in New Zealand’. Wellington, 
2013

fig.214 The Legal Framework for Burial and Cremation in New Zealand – A First 
Principles Review. 123 
New Zealand Law Commission. ‘New Zealand Law Commission: IP34 The 
Legal Framework for Burial and Cremation in New Zealand’. Wellington, 
2013

fig.215 ICF Guide to Cremation Practice. Ethical vs Technical 
ICF Guide to Cremation Practice [“Technical Report”], Dr. Clive T. 
Chamberain, 3. Internation Cremation Federation, 2006. 
https://www.int-crem-fed.org/publications

fig.216 Diagram of Cremator Program 
Diagram from “Specifications & Model Estimates – Semi permanent Pitched 
Sheet Roof type-Drawing”, Suchitwa Mission – Local Government of Kerala, 
Last updated: 4 September 2019. Accessed 12 July 2019. 
https://sanitation.kerala.gov.in/specifications-model-estimate/ 

fig.217 Installation Guide – Gas I. N-20AA Type Cremator 
Installation Manual, 10.  
From B&L Cremation Systems inc., “B&L Cremation N-20AA Human 
Crematory”, accessed 10 September 2019. 
https://blcremationsystems.com/n-20aa-crematory/

fig.218 Installation Guide – Gas II. N-20AA Type Cremator 
Installation Manual, 11.  
From B&L Cremation Systems inc., “B&L Cremation N-20AA Human 
Crematory”, accessed 10 September 2019. 
https://blcremationsystems.com/n-20aa-crematory/
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fig.219 Installation Guide – Main Chamber Section. N-20AA Type Cremator 
Installation Manual, 9.  
From B&L Cremation Systems inc., “B&L Cremation N-20AA Human 
Crematory”, accessed 10 September 2019. 
https://blcremationsystems.com/n-20aa-crematory/

fig.220 Installation Guide – Stack Roof Detail 
N-20AA Type Cremator 
Installation Manual, 12.  
From B&L Cremation Systems inc., “B&L Cremation N-20AA Human 
Crematory”, accessed 10 September 2019. 
https://blcremationsystems.com/n-20aa-crematory/

fig.221 Installation Guide – Main Chamber Elevations 
N-20AA Type Cremator 
Installation Manual, 14.  
From B&L Cremation Systems inc., “B&L Cremation N-20AA Human 
Crematory”, accessed 10 September 2019. 
https://blcremationsystems.com/n-20aa-crematory/

fig.222 Working Program Diagram, Crematorium 
By Author

fig.223 Notified resource consent decision and report [section] for suburban 
crematorium, Wellington 
Notified resource consent decision and report (without hearing), Greater 
Wellington Regional Council. WGN120104, 11 May 2012. 
http://www.gw.govt.nz/assets/Resource-Consents/Decision-for-WGN120104.
pdf

fig.224 Exterior Lynchgate Crematorium 
Street View, 9 Aro St, Wellington. Google Maps, 2018.  
https://goo.gl/maps/jtwMiteUQ5HG6LXw7 

fig.225 Clay Ritual of Making and Glazing Using Bone Ash 
Cover Images from John Colbeck. 1988. Pottery Materials: Their Composition, 
Preparation and Use. London: Batsford

fig.226 Example of Ash Ceramics in the Media 
Photograph by Justin Crowe, “I wanted to create a dinnerware set that infuses 
a sense of mortality into everyday life”. The Guardian, “Ashes to pottery: how 
a designer makes dinnerware from the dead”, Olivia Solon, 24 October 2016. 
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2016/oct/24/pottery-cremation-
dinnerware-ceremic-glaze-art-justin-crowe

fig.227 Three Examples of Glaze Before and After the Addition of Wood Ash 
Photograph by Alisa Liskin Clausen. “Working with Ash in Glazes”, Ceramics 
Monthly, 6 February 2018. 
https://ceramicartsnetwork.org/ceramics-monthly/ceramic-glaze-recipes/glaze-
chemistry/working-ash-glazes/#
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fig.207 Cow Tools, Gary Larson

This panel sparked a flurry of letters to the creator asking him to explain the use 
of the ‘tools’. In later interviews he stated that these have no intended use and 
people saw what they wanted to see in each of the tools. He put this down to the 
final tool resembling a saw. Therefore people assumed the others were based off 
real world tools and must have a purpose.

fig.208 Plan of Albert Park Tunnels [including slope and dimensions], used to create 3D models for final design and Model work.



fig.209 Letter to provide clearance to William Reid investigating Tunnel System

fig.210 Plan of Blast Chamber, Typical

fig.211 Plan of Alten Reserve Tunnel Section

fig.212 Typical Section of Tunnels158 159



Cremation

The cremation sector has some unique policy drivers. Alongside the universal requirement to
ensure the deceased and their remains are treated with dignity and respect, both during and
after the cremation process, there is also the need to ensure cremation is not used to destroy
evidence of crime or other wrong-doing such as abuse or neglect.

Because cremation generally takes place in a private place without the presence of families or
other witnesses it is particularly important that the regulatory processes are robust. Processes
are already in place to ensure no one is cremated before their identity and cause of death
have been confirmed by an independent medical practitioner. In an earlier Issues Paper we
put forward options to reform this certification process and make it both simpler and more
effective.24

However, our initial consultation and review of cremation regulations in other comparable
countries has led us to the preliminary conclusion that the controls on how and where
crematoria are established, and by whom, are not sufficiently robust. In particular we are
concerned at inadequate or inconsistent public consultation on the establishment of new
crematoria, the lack of industry-wide standards and quality assurance systems and the lack of
any systematic auditing other than in an environmental/air quality context. While we have no
evidence that the weaknesses in the current system are leading to bad practice or illegality, the
lack of any systematic oversight (other than from an emissions perspective) reduces the chance
of such breaches being detected.

Preliminary reform options for cemetery and cremation sector

We suggest devolving decision-making power and regulatory oversight for cemeteries and
crematoria from central government to local authorities, and replacing the land management
scheme set out in the Act with the Resource Management framework. We propose a National
Environmental Standard be developed to ensure a consistent approach to the establishment,
management and long-term maintenance of all cemeteries in New Zealand.

Within this broad framework we suggest the following specific options for reform:25

. opening up the cemetery sector to independent providers including those wishing to develop
alternative burial options such as eco-burial grounds;

. providing greater scope for individuals to be buried on private land;

. providing for greater diversity and burial choice in public cemeteries;

. introducing minimum maintenance standards for public cemeteries;

. introducing a new legal requirement that all crematoria have a licensed operator or
supervisor;

. introducing expanded regulatory controls for the operation of crematoria and their handling
of human ashes;

. transferring responsibility for authorising crematoria from central government to local
authorities under the Resource Management Act; and

47
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24 Final Words: Death and Cremation Certification in New Zealand, above n 11.

25 See chs 7 and 9.

Summary and quest ions for publ ic  consultat ion

12 Law Commiss ion Issues Paper

. introducing a requirement that all resource consent applications for new crematoria be
publicly notified so that any potential adverse effects on amenity values can be taken into
account.

Under these reform proposals local authorities would continue to play a central role in the
provision of cemeteries but they should not have a monopoly over the sector. Instead, the
cemetery sector would be opened to a range of “independent cemetery providers” operating
within the framework of the Resource Management Act.26 Independent cemeteries could, for
example, establish special purpose eco-burial grounds on private land. A protective covenant
under the Resource Management Act would run with the land and bind potential successors of
title.

The laws prohibiting burial on private land would be repealed. Under our proposed reforms a
person wishing to be buried on private land would still need prior approval, but decisions would
be made at a local authority level in accordance with the relevant district or regional plans,
rather than by central government officials under the current “exceptional circumstances”
criteria.

Local authorities would also be required to provide a greater range of choice for separate
burial areas within cemeteries subject to certain criteria. They would also be required to
proactively consider the different burial preferences of their communities when establishing
new cemeteries or developing new areas within existing cemeteries.27 Local authorities would
be legally obliged to maintain public cemeteries in a dignified and pleasant manner and to
undertake appropriate work to protect and enhance heritage and amenity values as funding
priorities permit.

In addition to these specific reform proposals we also seek public feedback on whether a legal
or regulatory response to the following two issues is needed.

First, when the Act was drafted burial was the norm in New Zealand and it was therefore
logical that it should focus on the provision of public cemeteries. Today a significant majority
of New Zealanders opt to be cremated but local authorities are not specifically required to
provide their communities with access to publicly funded crematoria. We are interested to know
whether there are issues with access to cremation services in some parts of the country and
whether, for example, in areas where there is sufficient demand there may be a case for local
authorities making provision either themselves or in partnership with a private provider.28

Second, at present there are no specific regulations governing the scattering or disposal of
human ashes. In some cases the bereaved choose to inter ashes in a cemetery; in other cases
they may be buried or scattered in a public or private place of personal significance. In some
instances they may not be recovered from the crematorium. These different scenarios can create
problems. For example, in some cultures the release of ashes into flowing water is an important
cultural and religious ritual, but it can cause cultural offence to others. Many Māori regard
human ashes as tapu and intermingling ash with waters used for food gathering or recreation is
culturally offensive. Similarly, failure to collect ashes from crematoria can create real dilemmas,
such as how long they should be retained and what should be done with them after that point,
for those who operate these facilities.
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26 See ch 7 at [7.42] – [7.57].

27 See ch 7 at [7.28]–[7.30].

28 See chs 7 and 8.
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THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

The regulatory framework for crematoria operates at both national and local level:

. The Burial and Cremation Act 1964 includes provisions about the establishment, regulation
and self-regulating powers of crematoria, death certification provisions and offences
concerning cremation. The Crimes Act 1961 also includes an offence of misconduct in
respect of human remains.

. The Health Act 1956 empowers the Minister of Health to require local authorities to provide
crematoria in their districts.

. The Cremation Regulations 1973 set out operational matters concerning how crematoria are
run on a day-to-day basis, and crematorium bylaws or rules may also deal with this.

. The Resource Management Act 1991 and the consenting process also regulate the siting,
construction and operation of crematoria, including emissions.

In comparison to other jurisdictions, New Zealand’s regulatory environment is relatively light.
There are no licensing or training requirements for crematorium operators or employees. The
operational detail and standards provided in the Cremation Regulations is also basic. This
means actual practices and procedures adopted by each crematorium may vary. This in itself
is not necessarily problematic, but the issue, in our view, is whether the current framework
provides the necessary level of public assurance that crematoria and their operators are meeting
adequate minimum standards.

The cremation process generally takes place out of sight both of the public and the family of the
deceased.303 The body is handed over to the crematorium operator and the disposition process
usually occurs in a closed setting. This means that any regulatory oversights that might occur
during the process are largely hidden from view and it may be difficult for regulatory authorities
to obtain accurate or forthright information about them.

A second feature of note is that some aspects of the existing framework were developed at a
time when cremation services were largely provided by public bodies. Therefore, these features
are not designed for the current make-up of the sector given that the private sector now has
greater overall market share.

Our preliminary assessment is that the age of the regulatory framework, the level of change
in the sector, and the range of policy issues discussed further below suggest that it would be
desirable to update and strengthen the framework.

Burial and Cremation Act 1964

Four aspects of the Act relate directly to cremation: definitions in section 2 (that trigger the
application of the regulatory framework), Part 5, aspects of Part 7 relating to death certification,
and offences in section 56.

8.23

8.24
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8.26

8.27

8.28

303 The closed nature of the cremation was said to be a factor in last year’s “home cremation” case where a family wished to be present for the
cremation but were denied access for health and safety reasons: “Cremation sparked by access denial” The Southland Times (online ed, 5 April
2012); “Body taken after family denied entry” The Press (online ed, Christchurch, 6 April 2012). However, some crematoria have viewing
windows where the family can see the entry of the casket into the cremator; closed circuit cameras which video every entry into the cremator;
or hold “open days” where the public are invited “behind the scenes”: see Francesca Lee “So, this is how it all ends?” The Press (Christchurch,
18 May 2013); Matt Rilkoff “Living line up for tour of region’s hottest spot” Taranaki Daily News (online ed, 25 January 2012); Fairfax NZ
News “Crematorium opens doors” (12 September 2007).
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International Cremation Federation  

Guide to Cremation Practice 
 
 
 

  

 
 

ICF GUIDE TO CREMATION PRACTICE 
 

Technical Sub-Committee 
 

1.0 CREMATION AND WASTE ETHICS 

 

 1. In no way can human remains be treated as waste. 

 

2. Even so, cremation of human remains (definitely not to be combined 

with cremation of e.g. pets) must be conducted in a satisfactory way 

having regard to the latest developments in the requirements for 

optimum environmental protection as applied to combustion processes.  

The environmental impact of cremation must be minimised. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All activities after the primary combustion chamber are related to 

waste materials and are subject, as such, to a technical, environmental 

and economic point of view.   

 

All activities before and within the primary combustion chamber are 

related to human remains and are not waste. 

 

Primary Secondary Cooling Filter

Ethical Technical
Dosing

Spent
Reagent

Ashes
Human Remains
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fig.215 ICF Guide to Cremation Practice. Ethical vs Technical
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fig.216 Diagram of Cremator Program

fig.217 Installation Guide – Gas I 
N-20AA Type Cremator

fig.218 Installation Guide – Gas II 
N-20AA Type Cremator

fig.219 Installation Guide – Main Chamber Section 
N-20AA Type Cremator

fig.220 Installation Guide – Stack Roof Detail 
N-20AA Type Cremator



fig.222 Working Program Diagram, Crematorium
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fig.221 Installation Guide – Main Chamber Elevations 
N-20AA Type Cremator
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fig.223 Notified resource consent decision and report [section] for suburban crematorium, Wellington

fig.224 Exterior Lynchgate Crematorium

The Lynchgate funeral home and crematorium in Wellington gives a New Zealand 
example of the types of crematoria possible within a residential setting. The cremator 
is a recent addition and the application can be viewed on the adjacent pages [fig.200].

This application shows the types of concerns and queries that are asked and 
manageable with a densely populated crematorium site. The full report includes 
objections by the public, all of which were withdrawn or overruled due to insufficient 
standing. 

The application was granted 10 year approval and is still in operation today.



fig.225  Clay Ritual of Making and Glazing Using Bone Ash

fig.226 Example of Ash Ceramics in the Media

fig.227 Three Examples of Glaze Before and After the Addition of Wood Ash

The tests above add 50% wood ash to a glaze [by weight]. These three recipes 
show how the ash creates a more tonally varied outcome giving it ‘personality’.  

Bone ash functions much the same way but I was unable to find such clear examples of those 
studies. This is due to most cremation pottery is kept as a deeply personal memorabilia and not 
often shown online; especially the study stages. 
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Thank you for reading

DAYLIGHT, DEATH, 
& RITUAL PROMETHEUS
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